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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study and thesis was to detennine the impact of using a CD including
authentic Arabic material to improve Arabic language learners' reading and listening
proficiency, as well as to increase their familiarity with Arabic culture. The CD contained
several components including film clips, songs, and short stories reflecting various aspects of
Arabic culture and history. An open-ended questionnaire and an interview were administered to
elicit students' perceptions of the CD's usefulness or lack thereof in improving their Arabic
proficiency. Although students reported an interest in learning the Arabic language using the CD
ROM, they seemed to evaluate it based on the test they have to take at the end ofthe course.
Data obtained from the questionnaire, the interview, and the teacher journal, indicate that
students found the videos to be the most useful, while there was mixed attitudes regarding the
songs and the short stories and their usefulness.
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Chapter 1: Problem Statement
The purpose of this study and thesis was to determine the impact of using a CD including
authentic Arabic material to improve Arabic language learners' Arabic reading and listening
proficiency, as welJ as to increase their familiarity with Arabic culture. The CD contains several
components such as film clips, songs, and short stories reflecting various aspects of Arabic
culture and history.

Introduction and Background

As we strive to create a framework in which multiculturalism might flourish, we are
constantly faced with the challenge presented by foreign language pedagogy. This challenge is not
limited to teaching linguistic principles such as vocabulary and grammar, but extends to teaching
cultural familiarity as well. One way to help students gain linguistic competence as well as cultural
familiarity is to provide them with authentic material in written and audio-visual format.
While working as an Arabic language intructor at the School of Languages 1 (SL) for the
past five years, I noticed that my students are not exposed to authentic Arabic input frequently.
This is due mainly to two reasons. The first one is the fact that they are studying Arabic as a
foreign language, where the use ofthe language is limited to the classroom, and their only access
to the language is via textbooks (which are not authentic) in addition to the teacher. The second
reason for the lack of exposure to authentic Arabic language input is due to the almost unique
situation ofthe Arabic variant they are studying. My students are studying Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA), which is a type of Arabic that is used only in news broadcasts and some
documentary films, in addition to written material such as newspapers and books. But day-to-day
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communication in Arabic countries utilizes variants of Arabic including, for example, Egyptian
Arabic, which is considered to be a dialect of Arabic used in day to day communications. Based on
this perceived need for authentic Arabic exposure, my aim in performing this study was to
investigate the impact of authentic Arabic language input on Arabic language learners at the
School of Languages. The language input, consisting of both written and audio-visual format, was
developed using Power Point software and then hyperlinking each file, whether it was an audio
visual file or a written file. Then the complete package was integated and saved on a CD ROM.The
material was selected for its level of difficulty, so that it is challenging but not frustrating. Its
main content tried to provide Arabic language learners with culturally oriented material for
practicing reading, speaking, listening and writing in Arabic.
The pedagogic framework articulated by this thesis is influenced greatly by multicultural
education concepts (Campbell, 2004) such as student empowerment, conflict resolution, critical
thinking, and historical knowledge. Through exposure to the Arabic language and culture
presented in short stories, a video, and songs, it is hoped that students will gain a knowledge of
history and a feel of Arabic literature and arts that can help empower them to better understand
their own cultures and to appreciate another culture. Moreover, the activities that were designed
for the CD ROM give students a chance to reflect on their own history and arts and to think
critically, thereby creating the bridge necessary for making connections between their
language/culture and Arabic language/culture.
Through language learning in general, and through Arabic language learning particularly
in the "Western World", it is my hope that mutual understanding between the "Arab World" with
its various regions and the "Western World" with its various regions will be reached, thereby
improving the relationship between these two entities, within the context of enhancing social
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justice for both cultures. To that end, this project is the beginning of the development of a
"community of practice" that will consist of myself, as instructor, my future classes, and other
language instructors at the School of Languages.
The "Arab World" has long been a center of strategic geopolitical competition due to its
geographic location in the middle of what is traditionally considered the East and the West, and
due to its natural resources: most recently oil. Consequently, it came to be known as early as
1916 as "the place in which the course of history is to be decided" (Sprengling, 1916, p. 38).
Linguistic, cultural, and political differences, among other things, became the defining factors of
the relationship between the Arab World and the Western World. In an attempt to justifY
conflict, both sides concentrated on the differences rather than on commonalities, where
misunderstanding and hostility between individuals from each culture became the norm rather
than the exception.
One important way to improve the relationship between the "Arab World" and the
"Western World" is to encourage language teaching/learning in both worlds. I believe that
language instruction deeply rooted in improving students' cultural competence could be a great
step forward in reconciling the peoples in these two areas of the world. For this reason, I provide
in this thesis a contextual framework in which Arabic students could learn Arabic as well as get
exposure to a culture ofthe "Arab World".

Personal Background

As an Arab who immigrated to the United States of America and had to experience the
challenges oflearning a second language (English), and understanding the nuances and uses of
the English language in American society, I can empathize with my students who are facing an
3
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even more difficult situation than my own, because they live far away from where the Arabic
language is spoken, and the opportunities for them to use Arabic authentically are extremely
limited.
Throughout my five-year experience in teaching the Arabic language here in the U.S., but
most importantly my 13-year experience living here in the United States, I came to understand
American culture relatively better. This experience allowed me to see the commonalities
between Western culture represented by the United States, which is just one manifestation of
what is known as "Western culture", and Arab culture represented by Morocco, the country in
which I grew up, which is in turn just one manifestation of what is known as "Arab culture". Not
only was I able to recognize that these commonalities do indeed exist, but I also came to the
realization that the potential for bridging these two worlds is reachable especially through
language teaching/learning.
As mentioned earlier, my overall goal was to examine the impact of using a CD to
improve Arabic language learners' reading and listening proficiency, as well as improve culture
familiarity, This overall goal can be formulated into several specific research questions,
including the following:
1) What were students' perceptions of the CD's usefulness in increasing their
proficiency in reading, listening to, and writing Arabic; and which components ofthe
CD were the most or least useful, and why:
a. short stories about Arabic culture;
b. video clips depicting Arabic historical events;
c. songs about how love is expressed in Arabic culture.
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2) In what ways did students feel that the CD did, or did not, help them learn about
Arabic culture; and which components of the CD were the most or least useful, and
why:
a. short stories about Arabic culture;
b. video clips depicting Arabic historical events;
c. songs about how love is expressed in Arabic culture.
In the next chapter of this Thesis I will present a discussion of the research literature
surrounding language acquisition theories. In succeeding chapters I will present the methods
used to construct and evaluate my CD, a detailed description of the CD itself, and a discussion of
my findings including an action plan for the role the CD will continue to play in my teaching.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The research presented in this chapter is divided into three sections. The first section very
briefly discusses the relationship between the "Arab World" and the "Western World" and
emphasizes the crucial role language learning/teaching could play in reconciling these two areas.
The second section reviews communicative competence theory and its implications for foreign
language education. This section also presents three language education theories-D. H.
Hymes' communicative competence theory, Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory, and Stephan
Krashen's input theory-with each theory's implications for language pedagogy. The third
section suggests a framework based on Krashen's input theory by which the Arabic language
could be introduced using videos, short stories, and songs as media. Included in this section are
studies done in which videos, short stories, and songs were used in teaching a language.
"Arab World" and "Western World" Relationships

Great historical events have influenced the way the West perceives Arabs and vice versa.
In addition to these events, other factors such as trade and art (e.g., Hollywood), helped shape a
relationship that could be described as sometimes positive and other times as negative. These
two contradicting relationships reflect some of the challenges faced by multiculturalism and the
path to solving social injustices. These issues are addressed by this thesis.
Positive Relationship.

The relationship between Europe (and later America) and the Arab World has witnessed
times of cooperation and cultural as well as economic exchange. One would be amazed to
discover that so many English and Spanish words trace their origins to the Arabic language, and
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even the modem numerals are also of Arabic origin. As argued by Sprengling (1916), the
relationship between the Western World and the Arab World is deeply rooted in history as well
as in language, religion, and scholarship.
Negative Relationship.

Due to years of colonialism by the European powers and the resulting backlash, the
relationship between the Arab World and the Western World has witnessed years of hostility and
mistrust (Castlberry, 1959; Fischback, 1985; Toynbee, 1964), which lasted for most of the
twentieth century. This hostility has been exacerbated in the United States by Hollywood's
depiction of Arabs as "heartless, brutal, uncivilized, religious fanatics" (Shaheen, 2003, p. 172).
Moreover, as discussed by Said (1979) and Joubin (2000), orientalists (those who studied the
Orient including the Arab world) oftentimes perceived the Arab world in relation to their
European identity, thereby depicting Arab society in Western terms and norms and neglecting
the reality of these societies which could only be understood using Arab terms and norms.
Arabic Language Acquisition as a First Step to Cross-Cultural Understanding.

Second and foreign language acquisition theories have stressed the need for providing
students with language input that makes language acquisition occur subconsciously (Krashen,
1992). This speaks not only to the need to internalize linguistic structures, but also to the need
for the willingness to be subconsciously immersed in the target culture on the part of the
language leamer, thereby inducing cross-cultural understanding. The importance of target
culture familiarity in target language proficiency is greatly emphasized by the literature (Hough,
1998; Savingnon, 1997; Straub, 1999). For example the theory of communicative competence
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first developed by Hymes explored this close relationship between language and culture in
communication.
Communicative Competence Theory

Based on the fact that members of a community use multiple tools to send and interpret
messages, which include more than the linguistic code, Hymes sought to develop a
comprehensive theory that takes into account all forms of communication (Savignon, 1997). As
discussed by Savignon (1997), Hymes distinguishes between what is possible and what is
appropriate; he stresses the importance of the context in which the language is taking place to
judge what is appropriate to say or not to say, and to write or not to write, in order for
communication to be successful.
Therefore, to be proficient in a foreign language is to be able to use and interpret the
language appropriately, "which includes not only knowledge of formal grammatical structure,
but knowledge also of form/function relationships learned from the embeddness of all language
use in social life" (Cazden, 1996, p. 9). The underlying factor in reaching higher competence in
a foreign language is the level of knowledge of the culture (Hough, 1998; Savingnon, 1997;
Straub 1999).
Due to the fact that the concept of culture is very relative and broad, foreign language
classrooms should initially negotiate a definition of culture (Hough, 1998). Students are
encouraged to brainstorm some of the definitions of culture; these definitions should lead them to
the following conclusions: culture is the total way-aI-life ofa group or society, and every person
has a culture and all cultures are equal (Straub, 1999).
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According to Straub (1999), before discussing the target culture, students should be given
the chance to think about their own cultures and how they relate to it. This provides them not
only with the necessary vocabulary that describes behavior, traditions and values, but also
prepares them cognitively for being introduced to the culture of the language they are studying
objectively (Straub, 1999). When students start to think about their own cultures, they are faced
with deep questions related to identity (Hough, 1998). Moreover, asking questions like these
liberates students and teachers from the shackles of stereotyping and prejudice.
Thanks to the Internet and to technology in general, the availability of authentic material
is very abundant. However, according to Savingnon (1997), the most difficult challenge perhaps
is choosing among all of these materials at our disposal, and adhering to our objective of
improving students' communicative competence. The success of the curriculum will depend on
whether it treats the "learner as a physical, psychological, and intellectual being with needs and
interests that extend far beyond those of the language classroom", and on whether it "involves
the whole learner in the experience of the language features as a network of relations between
people, things, and events" (Savingnon, 1997, p. 169). For maximizing students' involvement
and learning, it has been argued (Straub, 1999) that the curriculum should be student-centered,
where the students hypothesize, brainstorm, discuss, conclude, and inform the instructor of their
findings. This is further supported by Vygotsky's Socio-cultural theory, which holds that
learning takes place when the learner constructs knowledge, whether it is language or otherwise,
within a social and cultural context.

9
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Socio-cultural Theory

Socio-cultural theory has two aspects that relate to foreign language learning/acquisition,
which are namely Activity Theory (AT) and Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), the
combination of which summarizes Vygotsky's idea that human development is not separate from
its socio-cultural context, and that the main purpose of language is to communicate meanings
which are already culturally established (Gifford & Mullaney, 1997).
Activity theory

Activity theory, as articulated by Vygotsky, holds that human behavior is motivated by
realizing a certain task. This behavior is not only defined by the individual but includes other
participants in the activity (Myers, 2000) and the interaction between these participants is
culturally and linguistically determined (Lantolf, 2000).
Furthermore, one could consider Activity Theory as an account ofVygotsky's
interpretation of the essence of human development and behavior, especially, "his claim that
human behavior results from the integration of socially and culturally constructed forms of
mediation into human activity" (Lantolf, 2000, p. 8).
Zone ofProximal Development

Vygotsky defined Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) as the " ... distance between the
actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving, and the level of
potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers" (Vygotsky as cited in Gifford & Mullaney, 1997, p. 8).
Thus, it is through human interaction that a person comes to understand and learn. Consequently,
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development of proficiency in a foreign language, which could be considered a higher mental
ability, appears twice when a student is learning a foreign language: first on the inter-mental
plane in which the process of learning the language is distributed between the learner and some
other person(s) and/or cultural artifacts (a text in the target language for example), and later on
the intra-mental plane in which the capacity to use the target language is carried out by the
language learner acting via psychological mediation and the need to fulfill a need such as self
expression in the target language (Lantolf, 2000).

Applications for Socio-cultural Theory in the Foreign Language Classroom

While Socio-cultural theory capitalizes on the gap of knowledge between participants in a
given activity, it does not require a hierarchy in order for learning to take place. In a foreign
language (FL) classroom, the teacher should be a facilitator who guides the student to learn by
creating an authentic social environment that requires the use of the FL to communicate and
actualize the goals sought after (Gifford & Mullaney, 1997).
Teachers should always prepare materials and tasks that are a little bit challenging for
students so that learning can proceed, because if the purpose of teaching is to enable learners to
progress through the ZPD, Vygotsky contends that instruction is good only when it proceeds
ahead of development (Gifford & Mullaney, 1997). Furthermore, if the desired goal is
communicative and cultural competence, the student, the teacher and the curriculum should
revolve around the understanding that language constructs thinking, and that it is the principal
instrument available to individuals engaged in social interaction, in which human learning and
development take place (Donato, 2000).

11
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Therefore, when students decide to learn a second language they are not only making a
decision to start using a language that differs from theirs in terms of vocabulary and grammar,
they are on so many levels making a decision to "take on some form of 'second language
identity' and to relate to at least some aspects of the second culture" (Williams & Lanvers 2002,
p.506). This transition from one's language/culture to the target language/culture takes place via
a text, which could be in written format, audio format, and or video format, referred to as
language input according to Krashen (1997).
Input Theory and the Culturally Oriented Curriculum.

It has been argued (Krashen, 1997) that language acquisition takes place when the
learner understands the messages, but is still being introduced to new and more complicated
linguistic structures. This came to be called the "input hypothesis". Krashen (1997) also
discussed the presence of certain affective factors that influence language acquisition, especially
the fact that language acquisition is best achieved when pressure and anxiety are low, which he
called the "low affective filter". Therefore, for language acquisition to happen, Arabic language
learners need to be provided with "comprehensible input" in audio form as well as in written
form. For example, videos, songs, and short stories not only can provide students with
"comprehensible input", but also can introduce them to some aspects of Arabic culture imbedded
in the material.
A Framework for Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Language

The rationale for incorporating media such as videos, short stories, and music into foreign
language teaching in order to enhance authentic cultural input is supported by various research
studies suggesting its effectiveness.

12
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Videos as Linguistic and Cultural Input.

Due to the fact that language is contextual by nature, language learners could benefit
tremendously from contextual cues such as gestures and posture in the process of understanding
the target language and culture. Video has the potential not only for providing students with
these paralinguistic cues, but it could improve their communicative competence (Weyers, 1999)
and listening comprehension (Secules, Herron & Tomasello, 1992), and facilitate the retention of
cultural information (Herron, Morris, Secules & Curtis, 1995). For example, it has been shown
in various studies (Conrad, 1997; Nadar, 1989; Secules et al., 1992) that foreign language
learners reported improvement in their listening skills, as well as improvement in their
motivation, due partially to a balance between learning and entertainment. In another study, 51
intermediate-level French language students were exposed to eight videos. After each video a
test and a questionnaire were administered, both of which indicated an increase in students'
ability to retain information and to make inferences. In addition, students perceived a significant
gain in cultural knowledge (Cole, Corrie, Dubreil, & Herron, 2002).
Short Stories as Linguistic and Cultural Input.

By incorporating literature in general and short stories in particular into the foreign
language curriculum, teachers not only stimulate students' interest in target language and culture
study but also excite them in the process because they are introducing the literature that they love
(Popkin, 1997). As discussed by Kramsch (2000, 1994), literary texts should not only be
approached as a source of linguistic structures, such as vocabulary and grammar, but the reader
also should interact with them to negotiate meaning with the foreign language culture. Moreover,
literature in general and short stories in particular provide the opportunity to teach a language
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through content and therefore could be used as a thematic center around which a teacher could
construct language tasks (de Ramirez, 1997). Furtheffilore, literature inspires students to connect
their own culture with the target culture (Popkin, 1997).
A study investigating the use of short stories in foreign language instruction (Wang,
1999) used a reader-response approach to the introduction of literature in the English as a
Foreign Language (EFL) context. Students' responses to the literary texts and classroom
activities were monitored and interpreted. The findings of this study suggested that the students
associated the events and themes in the short stories with their own experiences and involved
themselves emotionally with the characters in the stories. In addition, experiencing an active
role in learning the language produced greater motivation to read more in English.
Songs as Linguistic and Cultural Input.

In addition to their value as a source of linguistic structures in teffils of vocabulary,
sounds and grammar (Richards, 1969), songs could provide a taste of the target culture (Claerr,
1984), an escape from repetitious mechanical drills (Jolly, 1975), and an opportunity for
language learning to occur in limited conscious awareness while listening to music (Claerr,
1984). Moreover, the use of songs also "gives students the opportunity of acquiring a greater
lUlderstanding of the cultural heritage which underlies the target language" (Jolly, 1975, p.l4).
A study on the use of songs in foreign language instruction investigated the effect of

music on text recall and involuntary mental rehearsal, using as subjects the students in four
college-level Beginning Spanish classes. Results indicated an increase in recall oftext for those
who used songs, suggesting "that the use of songs in the foreign language classroom may aid
memory of text" (Salcedo, 2002, p xii).
14
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Summary

This chapter has provided a framework in which language input could be introduced to
foreign language learners, through the use of videos, songs, and short stories. It has been argued
that these three avenues are appropriate to assist language learners in general and Arabic students
in particular, in acquiring linguistic skills (reading, listening, and speaking) and equally
important cultural competence.
In the next chapter, a detailed description of the content of the CD ROM will be
presented, in addition to a description of the setting and participants of the study and sources of
data.

15
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This study relied on the creation and testing of a product for use in enhancing the teaching
of Arabic as a foreign language in my classroom. In performing this study, the intent was to
evaluate the impact of the CD ROM by collecting data on my students' perceptions and attitudes
with regard to the CD ROM. To accomplish this, I employed qualitative research methods
because, per Creswell (1994) and others, they are best suited to answering the type of research
questions I asked. That is, qualitative methods use a diversity of related data sources including,
especially, detailed information from informants in a natural setting to build a complex, word
based and holistic picture of the problem being studied. Answers are then derived from the
patterns, or themes, of meaning extracted from those data sources. Further, a qualitative
approach is the ideal method for investigating social issues (McCall & Simmons, 1969).
The type of qualitative research plan I used was action research. Action research seeks to
solve a problem of local concern and often is carried out by a teacher in herlhis own classroom.
In addition, the researcher is involved as a participant as well as a researcher, and therefore can
contribute herlhis own views as data (Fraenke1 & Wallen, 2009). Action research enabled me to
study my own teaching practice centered on the development and use of the CD-ROM I created
for my students.

Setting

This research project was performed at the Arabic College in the School of Languages,
where the Arabic language is being taught. The School of Languages is one ofthe largest schools
in the United States dedicated to teaching foreign languages, which include Asian, Slavic, and
Semitic languages. The school is divided into multiple colleges, such as Arabic College I, Chinese
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College II, and the college of "emerging" languages, which includes languages like Urdu and
Pashto. Each college includes approximately four departments, and each department consists of
about four teams with six teachers each. These teachers work in teams to teach about 30 students
who are divided into three sections, each one with 10 students. To conduct this project, I have
secured the permission of the school.

Participants

The participants in this action research were my own students at the School of Languages,
enrolled in the "Arabic Basic Course". They consist of 8 students: four females and four males,
between the ages of 18 years old and 29 years old. All of the students speak English as a native
language. These students have completed 55 weeks out of a 64-week program, which gives them a
foundation in MSA.

•

"Ghada" is a 19-year old female of Hispanic-American descent. She loves to speak in
Arabic without any inhibitions, and she is not afraid to make mistakes. She joined our class
th

in the 35 week after she experienced some personal problems in the previous class.
•

"Yusuf' is a 25-year old male of European-American descent who joined the military after
serving as a police officer in the state of Louisiana. He is a student who does not worry
about learning grammar in detail but prefers to aquire grammar naturally. He is very
extroverted.

•

"Noor" is a 28-year old female of European-American descent who joined the military after
graduating from college. She is a very patient student who is always positive and a global
leaner. She wants to learn the Arabic language so that she could communicate with people
who speak Arabic.
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•

"Tamir" is a 19-year old ma1e of European-American descent who joined the military right
after high school. He is a student who loves to speak about Middle Eastern history.

•

"Genan" is a 27-year old fema1e of Hispanic-American descent. She joined the military
after working in a lab as biologist. She is exremely analytical and prefers to analyze every
sentence and even every word. "Genan" would get frustrated if class discussion gets out of
the topic of the passages we are covering. She looks at learning Arabic as ajob.

•

"Shamssy" is a 22-year old male of European-American descent who joined the military
after sRending two years in a community college. He is extremely enthusiastic about
learning Arabic and enjoys dissecting every sentence and every word. His interest in
learning about Middle Eastern history is very high.

•

"Hala" is a 24-year old female of European-American descent who joined the military
about 3 years after graduating from high schooL She is a very enthusiastic student who
enjoys speaing in Arabic and asks excellent questions.

•

"Sanad" is a 20-year old student who joined the military after high schooL He is a very
quiet student, but gets frustrated at times with the Arabic language.

Lastly, as a researcher-participant in my own action research project, I describe myself. I am a
33-year old male of Arab descent. I grew up in Morocco where I acquired the Araabic
language starting at home and then formally in schooL

Materials

In realizing that Arabic language learners are in tremendous need for authentic input, I
designed a CD ROM using authentic reading and audio-visual material extracted from media
sources such satellite channels and a website. The format of the CD ROM was created by
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hyperlinking files using Power Point. The tasks designed for the CD were structured based on
Bloom's (1956) taxonomy oflearning objectives 2 . First, for each of the media formats (short
stories, video, and songs), I wrote comprehension questions and designed activities to help
students learn and practice the four linguistic skills (reading, listening, writing, and speaking) as
well as vocabulary and grammar. Second, higher-order thinking skills such as analyzing and
synthesizing were also an objective in this project, which was hoped to be achieved through
students writing short essays in which they compare and contrast Arabic and American issues,
and also through their synthesis of songs. There were questions after each passage (reading or
listening) to assess comprehension.
The second step ofthis research project was to investigate the impact ofthe CD on the
students in terms of the acquisition and learning of the Arabic language in general, and on the
degree of their familiarity with Arabic culture in particular. I gave the students the CD ROM to use
as a class activity. More specifically, students used the CD three times per week, for five weeks
in class activities facilitated by myself
Short Stories.

I obtained five short stories from an Arabic website that publishes children's short stories
by anonymous authors (http://7awa.ror044.com/magazine/childrens stories/page
3.html?show=topreaded). As indicated below, each story narrates events occurring in an Arabic
social environment where the major characters are dealing with social events and other
characters. The full text of the first two short stories is provided, in Arabic, at the end of this

2 I am aware that Bloom's Taxonomy has been revised to include metacognitive dimensions; however, for the
purposes of my work, I believe that the original taxonomy is more appropriate because of the age of the students and

the type of the content I am teaching.
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thesis (Appendix G). English summaries of all stories are provided below along with the
rationale for including those particular stories in this study.
(1) The one with the blue skin. In this story, a young man painted his skin blue in an attempt

to experience what other people with a different skin color experience. A lot of people
ridiculed him and looked at him intensely. The only person who sympathized with him
was a friend who had a dark skin. After feeling that his experiment had succeeded, he
tried to remove the blue paint from his skin, but he was not able to. In addition to its
linguistic value, I chose this story because I thought it would provide a glimpse of the
fact that problems of race and skin color could exist in multiple cultures.

(2) Days ofthe week. In this story, an exchange between a teacher and a student takes place.
The teacher asks a new student to state the days of the week, but he is too shy to speak
while other students kept asking the teacher to allow them to state the days of the week in
his place. She insists that the new student is the one that should state them. She requested
that the new student stand up and speak a little bit louder so that she could hear him,
which he did but he ended up mixing the days of the week with the months. At the end of
the exchange, the teacher asked the new student to write the days of the week on his
notebook and show them to her the following day. I chose this story because it was
written by an Arab, which portrays the typical classroom in the Arab Wodd. But most
importantly, the theme of elementary school experience could resonate with students
from various cultures. Students could read the story and compare it to the classrooms
they grew up attending.

(3) A house built out ofstone. In this story, a rabbit experiencing the beginning of winter
with its strong winds, started to build a house out of stones. He placed one stone on top of
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another until he constructed a house. After completing the building of the house, he
started to dance happily. The wind asked him why he was so happy; he replied because
his house was so strong, and the stones he used cannot be crushed. The wind went
between the stones and brought dO\\,TI the house, which made the rabbit sad, and he said
"the stones are weak if they don't connect with other stones". I chose this story because
it represents a moral story which could be found in many cultures including my students'
and would give them a chance to compare it with some of their O\\,TI moral stories they
grew up reading. Moreover, the theme of moral stories is a universal one, and students'
exposure to a moral story written by a native Arab person could provide an example.
(4) The gift. In this story, an unjust judge and a wealthy merchant tried to make fun of a man

named Nassr Alddin who was known for his cleverness. The judge and the merchant
asked Nassr Alddin if he would like to go hunting with them, but made fun of him due to
the fact that he did not have a horse and a hawk, two animals that are necessary in
practicing Falconry. However, he said that he had a donkey instead of a horse and a crow
instead of a hawk. When they all went out hunting, Nassr Alddin saw a cow so he
released his crow, which flew and landed on top of the cow, then he said "that is my
hunt". The cow happened to belong to the rich merchant, who became mad that he lost
his cow. He suggested to Nassr Alddin that they both go to the judge (the same judge
mentioned above). Nassr Alddin filled ajar with sand and covered the top with honey and
gave it to the judge as a bribe. When the judge received the jar, he was very happy and
started to eat the honey until he reached the sand. He became very angry with Nassr
Alddin for tricking him. I chose this story because it provides my students with a
culturally oriented context (the sport of Falconry).
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(5) The river. In this story, a young boy with the name "Laith" develops a strong

relationship with a river that runs by his town. Every early morning Laith would pass by
the river and would greet him. However, for many days Laith did not see the river and
did not greet him, which made the river very sad, especially after he found out that the
reason Laith was not visiting him is because Laith was sleeping late. Days passed and
Laith finally came to visit the river at dawn; the river was very happy that he came to
greet him again. I chose this story because it deals with a universal theme, that of the
relationship people have with nature. Due to the fact that the story was written by a native
speaker of Arabic, it might give an idea on this relationship, which the students can relate
to their own culture/experience.
Video Documentary.

I obtained a video documentary entitled Alqawmia al Arabia: Haqiqa am Wahm (Arab
nationalism: reality or fiction) from Aljazeera channel. The video narrates the historical events
in the Middle East during and after WWI through the 1970s, from the perspective of the Arab
World, and I used V-lead Video studio to cut it into five segments for the purpose of making it
linguistically accessible to my students, as follows.

•

Segment 1 includes important events such as:
1. The fall of the Ottoman Empire and its subsequent break up.
2. The Arab revolt against the Ottoman Empire, and the important role
played by Lawrence of Arabia, who was a British officer, and King Faisal,
who became the king of Syria.
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3.

The creation of the modem Arab states as either British or French
mandates.

•

Segment 2 includes the following:
1. The deposition of King Faisal and his transfer to Iraq.
2. A description of the transformation of the Turkish state from a religious
one to a secular state.

3. A description of the British control of Egypt and the importance of the
Suez Canal to the British Empire.
4. A description of the competition between the United States and Britain in
developing the oil resources in Saudi Arabia.
5. The Balfour declaration, which promised Palestine as a homeland for the
Jewish people.
6. The rise of Arab nationalism and the violence between Arabs and Jews in

Palestine.
•

Segment 3 includes the following:
1. A discussion of the strong relationship between France and Lebanon, and
the latter's promotion as a good model for a modem Arab state.

2. A mention of the beginning of the so called "special relationship" between
the United State and Saudi Arabia.

3. The end of World War II and the increased Jewish migration to Palestine
due to the Holocaust.
4. The end of the British mandate in Palestine in 1948 and the creation of the
state ofIsrael, which lead to the first Arab-Israeli war.
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•

Segment 4 includes the following:
1. A description of the importance of oil and the Iranian nationalization of
the oil industry.
2. The establishment of the Non-Alliance movement as a response to the
polarization of the world during the fifties as Capitalist and
Communist/socialist.
3. Egypt's membership in the Non-Alliance movement and the rise of Gamal
Abdelnasser as a figurehead of Arab nationalism.
4. Gamal Abdelnasser's nationalization of the Suez Canal and the war of
1956 by France, Britain, and Israel against Egypt.
5. The establishment ofthe Arab Union State by Egypt and Syria with strong
leanings toward the Soviet Union.
6. The defeat of the Arab states in the 1967 war by Israel, which led to the
control of the West Bank, the Golan Heights and the Sinai Peninsula by
Israel.

•

Segment 5 includes the following:
1. Egypt's reclamation of the Sinai Peninsula during the 1973 war with
Israel, and the subsequent Oil Embargo by the Arab oil-producing states
against the West.
2. The signing of the Camp David peace treaty between Israel and Egypt in
1978.
3. The assassination of the Egyptian president Anwar Sadat in 1981 and the
rise of the Islamist political current.
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Songs.

There were five songs included on the CD ROM, and each was accompanied by the
written lyrics as well as brief excerpts from the biographies of the song artists (see Appendices
F·J). The first three songs are described briefly below.

(1)

The first song, entitled every year and you are my love, is by Kadhem Assahir, an
Iraqi artist. The song is about a man expressing his love for a woman. I chose
this song because the lyrics are by one of the most famous poets in the Arab
World, whose name is Nizar Qabani. His poetry is simple yet it is powerful. It
provides an example of modern Arabic poetry.

(2)

The second song, entitled my wife, is by Ahmed Abu Khatir, an artist from the
United Arab Emirates. This song describes the feelings of a man for his wife. I
chose this song because it focuses on the universal feelings of love, especially
romantic love. In addition, it is an example of genre of music, in which musical
instruments are not used at all. The reason that musical instruments are not used
is because it is believed that musical instruments are not allowed in Islam.

(3)

The third song, entitled sing to me my birds, is by Marciel Khalefe, an artist from
Lebanon. This song describes a person who asks his birds to sing for him. I chose
this song because it is an example ofthe exoteric and esoteric meanings of
certain texts. All languages use metaphors, and the purpose for selecting this
specific song was the fact that it could have multiple interpretations which would
open the door for discussion, thereby learning about Arabic culture while
practicing speaking at the same time.
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Teaching Procedures
Short Stories.

For each short story, students first reviewed the vocabulary and grammar relevant to the
story, and then they read the story and answered the comprehension questions. The particular
types of questions for each story were written not only to enhance students' language skills but
also to encourage them to think critically about the social and cultural dimensions of the story
and how they impacted on the relationships between the characters, or even how they themselves
might react under similar circumstances, which in tum might evoke understanding and empathy
from the students.
Appendices A-E provide all of the questions used for all the five stories. Examples of the
questions associated with these and all of the other stories are provided below.

•

The one with the blue skin. As this story focused on a person who was "different from
the norm", students were asked to write two to three paragraphs articulating a plan in
which they would explore ways to empathize with someone "different" whom they know
personally. Through this exercise, students could begin to make connections between
Arab culture and their own with respect to how discrimination can easily span geography
and culture. In addition to its social and linguistic value, this exercise also provided value
in terms of lexicon and grammar.

•

Days ofthe week. For this story about a teacher trying to help her students learn the days
of the week, students were asked to write a comparison between the classroom they
studied in when they were children and the one they read about in the short story. This
exercise was designed to help them draw comparisons and contrasts between their own
26
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culture and Arabic culture, particularly with respect to the primary grades educational
system.
•

A house built out ofstone. Due to the fact that this story was highly metaphorical,

students were asked, after answering comprehension questions, to write a short essay in
Arabic in which they expressed their ideas regarding the esoteric meanings of the story.
Performing this kind of exercise could help students distinguish between what is
implicitly and explicitly stated.
•

The gfft. Because this story takes the students to the world of Falconry, which is a typical

Arab sport, it introduces them to lexicon related to this sport. After reading the story and
answering the comprehension questions, students were asked to write a short essay, in
which they used the vocabulary they learned from the story. In this short essay, students
were prompted to compare the importance of Falconry and a typical American sport such
as Football. This would help them think about certain concepts such as competition in
both the Arabic culture, represented by the story, and their own cultures represented by
their experiences.
•

The river. The theme of this story deals with the relationship between humans and nature.

After reading the story and answering the comprehension questions, students are asked to
write a short essay, in which they compare their relationship to nature and the
relationship of the character in the story (Laith) to nature. On the one hand this gives the
students an opportunity to use the Arabic language in a context, which could improve
their lexicon and grammar. On the other hand, it discusses a universal theme, that of
nature, and how the Arabic culture, represented by the story, deals with such a theme.
This could provide a backdrop to which the students could relate their own cultures.
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Video Documentary.

On Wednesdays of each of the five weeks, students reviewed the vocabulary and
grammar related to the video documentary_ As stated earlier, this video narrates the historical
events in the Middle East from the beginning of WWI through the 1970s from an Arabic
perspective. And as with the short stories, students watched each video segment and then
answered comprehension questions as well as other questions designed to target higher-level
thinking about both Arabic culture and their own cultures. The complete set of questions asked
for all the five video segments are provided in Appendices F-J). Below, examples of the
questions associated with all ofthe video segments are provided.
(1)

Segment 1 focused on the aftermath ofWWI and the subsequent political
ramifications in the Arab World, which included events and alliances necessary
for understanding the modern Middle East, especially for those who are studying
the Arabic language and seek to understand Arabic texts. In addition to recall
questions, students also were asked to write in their journals three paragraphs (in
Arabic) comparing and contrasting the historical events they were introduced to in
the video with those that happened in the U.S. during the same period. This
exercise was designed not only to encourage making cultural connections but also
to help students understand how history written from different perspectives can be
very different from that to which they are accustomed.

(2)

Segment 2 focused on the British and French control of the Middle East,
including the competition between the Nazis and the Allies in gaining supporters
among the Arabs at the dawn ofWWII. After the recall-level comprehension
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questions students wrote three paragraphs expressing their opinion on Europe's
occupation and colonization of the Middle East. The purpose of this exercise was
to introduce the students to a theme of colonization, which is one of the central
themes in modem Arabic writings. Understanding of this theme by the students
would help them understand the current sociopolitical situation in the Arab World
because of the strong relationship between the past and the present. In addition, it
would help them in understanding news articles which often allude to
colonization as a reason for the challenges faced by the Arab World without
stating so explicitly.
(3)

Segment 3 focused on the creation of the state of Israel after WWII and the Arab
reaction to this development leading to the first war between Israel and the Arabs.
The centrality of Palestine in the Arab psyche cannot be overstated, and students
learning the Arabic language will often read and listen to material that revolves
around this issue. Therefore, understanding the root causes of this conflict would
increase students' chances of comprehending texts dealing with this central topic.
After responding to the recall-level comprehension questions, students were asked
to write three paragraphs in which they analyzed the Arab reaction to the creation
of the state of Israel and come up with possible explanations for that reaction. The
purpose of this activity was to challenge the students to look at this controversial
issue from the Arab perspectives.

(4)

Segment 4 focused on the rise of Arab nationalism represented by the late
Egyptian president Gamal Abdelnasser as well as other systems of government,
mainly the Gulf kingdoms and emirates. After answering comprehension
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questions, students were asked to write three paragraphs in Arabic in which they
compared and contrasted the system of government in the United State with that
of Middle Eastern countries. The purpose of this activity was to deeply explore
the political situation in the Middle East as compared to the students' own
political situation.
(5)

Segment 5 focused on the escalation of war between the Arabs and Israel in the
late sixties and early seventies with the subsequent signing of the peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel. After answering comprehension questions, students
were asked to write three paragraphs expressing their opinion on the possibility of
achieving peace between the Arabs and Israel. The purpose of this activity was to
give the students an opportunity to use their higher order thinking skills while
using the Arabic language in writing about possible reconciliation between the
Arabs and the Israelis.

Songs.

On Fridays for three weeks, students read a biographical excerpt of the artist they were
going to be introduced to, and then they listened to the songs while transcribing the missing
words. After that they reviewed the vocabulary and grammar included in the song lyrics, mainly
the words they transcribed. Then they decided whether that word was an adjective, verb, or
adverb, etc. Then they rewrote the song lyrics using their own words by substituting half of the
original verses. All their work was recorded in the journal I provided them with, for me to assess
and give them feedback later.
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The biographical excerpts, song lyrics, and listening and writing exercises for each of the
three songs are detailed in Appendices K-M, in Arabic, and summarized below in English.

•

In the first song, entitled every year and you are my love, students were asked to listen to
the song and fill in the missing words in song lyrics I provided them with but with certain
words missing. After filling out the missing words, which helped them practice
transcription, students were provided with the lyrics of the song, but only half of each
verse. Students were asked to write the other half of each verse. This not only provided
them with an opportunity to practice writing, reading, and listening, it also actually
introduced them to Arabic music dealing with a universal theme such as love.

•

In the second song, entitled my wife, and in the third song, entitled sing to me my birds,
students were asked to basically listen, transcribe and rewrite half of each verse as they
did for song 1.

Data Collection
Questionnaires.

All the students who agreed to participate in this action research were asked to fill out a
hand-written questionnaire, in which they were asked to articulate their impression ofthe CD
ROM. I used an open-ended questionnaire to elicit students' perceptions and attitudes with regard
to the usefulness of the different components of the CD ROM. The students were asked to describe
the positive and the negative aspects of the CD in terms of its help or lack thereof in improving
their linguistic skills (mainly reading, listening, writing, and speaking) and their sociolinguistic
competence (mainly knowledge of the history, arts, and society of the Arab countries addressed in
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the CD). The questionnaire was conducted in class anonymously at the end of the five-week
period of using the CD. The questionnaire is provided in Appendix N.
Interviews.

Based on the data collected from the questionnaires, I conducted a group interview with
seven of the students to get them to elaborate more on some of themes I found important for my
research. The group interview was performed after students had finished using all the exercises in
the CD, which as mentioned above was used over a period of five weeks, with the frequency of
three times a week. The interview was used only as a follow up on the questionnaires, so there
were no additional questions included; students essentially were given a chance to elaborate
further on their questionnaire answers. I used the interview as a method to determine other
themes besides the ones mentioned above that might arise during student responses. The
interview was conducted after school hours and lasted approximately 45 minutes. The transcript
for the interview is provided in Appendix O.
Student Journals.

Because the materials in this project were integrated into a CD-ROM and given to my
students as class activities, I provided them with a journal in which to record their responses to
the activities for me to analyze later. When analyzing their responses I looked for improvement
of their language skills (listening, reading and writing) as the project progressed, using the
Language Institute's standard grading rubrics. Moreover, I asked them to write a self-evaluation
entry in English for each homework session, in which they expressed whether they felt they had
improved as far as proficiency in Arabic as well as their understanding of Arab culture.
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Reflective Teaching Journal.

As a researcher-participant in my action research, I kept a reflective teaching journal in
which I made observations for each day of my project. That is, I recorded instances in which
students expressed positive attitudes regarding the CD ROM in terms of its usefulness in learning
the Arabic language and in increasing familiarity with Arabic culture. In addition, I also recorded
instances in which students expressed frustration or negative attitudes regarding the CD ROM,
and paid close attention to what they said or did in reference to the videos, short stories, and
songs.

Data Analysis

As mentioned earlier, the data collected through qualitative research methods consists
largely of words, and requires analysis and comparison of the findings from each data source to
seek commonalties among them. The commonalities are analyzed further to yield patterns, or
themes, that help provide a complex, holistic picture of the problem being studied (Creswell,
1994). In analyzing my findings from my questionnaires, interview, and reflective teaching
journal, I first assigned codes to all responses and patterns of responses that I found significant to
answering my research questions. To facilitate this process, I recorded the data on index cards,
each of which was labeled using the themes I identified. Initially, I codified data based on the
themes that paralleled the questions I asked the students, including: a) the impact of the video
clips on the students' listening proficiency; b) the impact of the video clips on the students'
knowledge of Arabic history, arts, and society; c) the impact of the short stories on the students'
reading proficiency; and d) the impact of the short stories on the students' knowledge of Arabic
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history, arts, and society. In addition to these themes, I coded the data for other emerging themes.
I then combined all these codes and analyses to come up with my overall themes, which will be
identified and discussed in the Results section within the thesis.
Summary
In this chapter, I described the content of the CD ROM I developed as the focus of this
thesis, and presented a description of the setting, participants and sources of data. In the next
chapter the data obtained from the questionnaires, interview, and the researcher observation
notes will presented and analyzed.
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Chapter 4: Findings

The goal ofthis research project was to: 1) design a CD ROM that includes culturally
oriented video clips, short stories, and songs tailored to be used for teaching the Arabic language
as a foreign language, and 2) explore students' attitudes and responses to the CD ROM in terms
of its usefulness or lack of usefulness in improving their Arabic language skills and familiarity
with Arabic culture. The CD ROM, described in detail in Chapter 3, is attached to this Thesis
within a plastic sleeve.
As described in Chapter 3, I created this CD by using five short stories, five video clips
from a documentary taken from the Arabic international news channel Aljazeera, and three
songs. The short stories, video clips, and songs were linked using Power Point techniques, which
allowed the material to be packaged and integrated into a CD ROM. The five short stories,
written by anonymous Arab authors, were retrieved from a website
(http://7awa.ror044.comfmagazine/childrens stories/page-3.html?shovv=topreaded). The content
of the materials revolved around moral stories in the case of the short stories, important historical
events and the ideological landscape of the Middle East in the case of the video clips, and
emotional expressions in the case of the songs. The intent behind this diverse content was to
provide students with culturally oriented Arab perspectives in written and audio-visual format.
The CD ROM was used three times a week for five weeks: on Mondays, students read
the short stories and performed the activities that accompanied the them; on Wednesdays,
students watched the video clips and did the activities that accompanied them; and on Fridays
(for only three weeks), students listened to the songs and did the language activities that
accompanied them.
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In this chapter, I will present my findings. First, I will describe my experiences in the
classroom as I incorporated the CD into my teaching. Then, I will describe my perspective on
the use of the CD, in addition to the perspective of the students, based on my analysis of the
questionnaire, the group interview, and the reflective teaching journal.

Using the CD-ROM in the Classroom

After preparing the CD ROM, I informed my students that we will be using a CD ROM
for five weeks, with the frequency of three times a week (1 hour for every session). The students
were very enthusiastic about doing something new. In my reflective journal, I made a comment
about students' initial reaction being "very positive overall", Notwithstanding students' initial
enthusiasm, I felt that they were a little bit hesitant in dealing with the material in the CD ROM,
especially the short stories and the songs. However, as time progressed, they became more
comfortable with the materiaL I attributed their initial hesitancy to the fact that they were not
used to this kind of material (songs, short stories, and video clips), which is very different from
what they are used to, which is mainly news articles.

Throughout the five weeks during which the CD ROM was used, I observed the students
enjoy and struggle with the material in the CD ROM. They appreciated the vocabulary list each
activity accompanied, which made it relatively easier for them to understand the material. I later
decided to review that vocabulary list with them before and after each exercise, because I felt
that capitalizing on the opportunity to improve their vocabulary and idiomatic expressions would
help them increase their proficiency in speaking, listening, reading and writing; most
importantly, I felt it would help them become more familiar with the cultural context in which
those expressions could be used.
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After realizing that the material in the CD ROM was difficult for most of the students,
which I did not anticipate in the beginning, I intervened more frequently to assist the students in
comprehending the material and relieve some of the frustration I perceived they felt. Although
most of the students did not say that the material was too hard, I felt that they were struggling to
comprehend the short stories and the songs. So I tried to help them along. Later, when I
conducted the questionnaires and the interview, they expressed their frustration with the songs
and the short stories, but not so much the video clips.

Student Responses to Use of the CD-ROM in the Classroom

Analysis of student questionnaires, the group interview, and my own reflective teaching
journal yielded a number of findings, which could be formulated into the following five themes:

1) students found the video clips to be the most beneficial both linguistically and culturally;
2) there were mixed attitudes toward the usefulness of the short stories in enhancing
students' Arabic language skills and familiarity with Arabic culture;
3) songs were the least preferred by the students especially in regard to enhancing their
Arabic language skills, although there was some appreciation of their entertainment value
and the exposure to Arabic music;
4) students felt motivated to practice the Arabic language more using the CD ROM because
it broke the daily routine; and
5) some students seemed to evaluate the CD ROM based on the proficiency test they have to
take at the end of the course.
Each of these five themes will be explored in detail in the next sections.
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Theme #1: Students found the video clips to be the most beneficial both linguistically and
culturally

Students' comments on the questionnaires, the group interview, and the reflective journal
indicate that the video clips were the most beneficial both linguistically and culturally. This was
mainly due to the fact that it provided a visual context for Arabic, which helped them understand
more and get a closer look not only at the language but also at the culturally oriented viewpoint
behind the historical events being narrated. One student stated, "[the video clips] allowed us to
explore a new background and viewpoint on Middle Eastern culture". Another student stated,
"Seeing the things 1 was hearing about helped me pay a lot closer attention to the Arabic".
Moreover, students felt that the video clips introduced new vocabulary in context, which
helped them expand their vocabulary and knowledge of idiomatic expressions. One student
commented, "I feel like the videos were a great new, unique, and intelligent way of obtaining
vocabulary, especially idiomatic expressions in context so as to enable me to provide a backdrop
of learning the words I memorize".
Finally, students expressed possible enhancement of desire to learn the Arabic language
due to the interesting topic discussed by the video clips, which is illustrated by a student who
commented, "The interesting topic also made the video clips a more fun way to learn", and
further supported by another student who stated, "using historical clips was beneficial because it
allowed us to explore a new background and viewpoint on Middle Easter culture".
Entries from my reflective teaching journal supported students' thoughts. For example,
following one class lesson I wrote that "students were very engaged and asked a lot of questions
and seemed to want to learn more about the Balfour Declaration". After another lesson, in which
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a video clip discussed the 1956 war over the Suez Canal in Egypt, I wrote "students liked the
vocabulary list and gave great summaries in Arabic about the 1956 war and gave their opinions
about the war".

Theme #2: There were mixed attitudes toward the usefulness ofthe short stories in enhancing
students' Arabic language skills andfamiliarity with Arabic culture

Students were divided on the usefulness of the short stories in enhancing their reading
skills. Although some students expressed the feeling that the short stories did help their reading
skills, by expanding their vocabulary and knowledge of idiomatic expressions, others felt that the
stories were too easy and simple while still others felt they were too hard and complicated. For
example, one student stated, "[the short stories] were helpful to understand connotations and
usage of the vocab as well as appropriate times for using idiomatic expressions", but another
student commented, "I did not feel that the stories were beneficial because some of them were
very short and simple". This is further supported by two opposing comments in which one
student stated, "I found the stories to be entertaining so of course this helped my reading skills",
while another student commented, "the short stories seemed very hard because they used a lot of
idioms, and expressions 1 hadn't been familiar with".
Moreover, the writing style of the short stories seemed to be different than what they
were used to, which was mainly news articles. This was either appreciated as "a nice exposure to
a new [type] of reading material" or thought of as unbeneficial because "the style is so different
... that it should not be used", While one student stated, "the short stories were a little childish
for me ... 1 wish we read more about trade, economy, etc ... ", another student commented, "the
exposure to a new reading material was nice, and forced me to look closely at the vocabulary and
syntax".
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As far as the short stories' usefulness in improving familiarity with Arabic culture,
students reported a feeling of being provided with an opportunity "to glimpse at Arabic culture
through word usage and the characters used in them", as stated by one of the students and
supported by another who commented, "the native authenticity was helpful to understand
connotations and usage of the vocab as well as appropriate times for using idiomatic
expressions" .
My own observations, recorded in my reflective journal, indicated that "students were
surprised with the writing style presented in the stories and had a hard time understanding the
stories", although I did write in one of the journal entries that "students enjoyed the story after I
explained it to them and seemed to interact with the events of the story".

Theme #3: Songs were the least preferred by the students especially in regard to enhancing
their Arabic language skills, although there was some appreciation for their entertainment value
and exposure to Arabic music

Nine out of the ten students in the study expressed lack of favor toward the songs in
terms of their usefulness in learning the Arabic language. One reason for this is that students had
a hard time hearing individual words and struggled to understand the songs. As one student
stated, "the music has been one of the hardest things to comprehend because of pronunciation,
dialect, and metaphorical speech". Another commented, "[music is] good for learning culture
but ineffective for teaching language". However, one student did express approval of the songs
as a learning tool, due mainly to the opportunity the songs provided in terms of listening to
unfamiliar pronunciation, which he equated to a "native speaker with unfamiliar accent". So by
being exposed to music, as the student stated "you are struggling to hear words [that are] kind of
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'mutated', so it's going to train your ears to be able to understand and recognize words in the
passage that might be outside your acceptable parameter".
Some students did express appreciation of the songs' entertainment value and the
exposure to Arabic culture they provided via music. As one student commented, "The Arabic
music was very pretty but I think this would be the most helpful in the first weeks of class",
which is further supported by another student who stated, "While enjoyable, I didn't get much
out ofthis".
Entries from my reflective teaching journal supported students' thoughts. For example,
after one class session in which we used a song, 1 VvTote in my reflective journal "students liked
the music and even asked for a copy of the CD, but had a hard time understanding the lyrics".
Theme #4: Students felt motivated to practice the Arabic language more using the CD ROM
because "it broke the daily routine"

As a source for learning the Arabic language and getting exposure to Arab culture, nine
out ten students stated that the CD ROM provided a unique opportunity to read, listen, and write
in Arabic, because "anything new and different like this is very helpful with learning Arabic,
because too much of one thing becomes dull and all of us lose focus", as one student stated. This
thought was further emphasized by another student who commented "I found that the cohesive
package of it [was] nice. It contained interesting topics and pieces that gave many different
angles from which the language could be seen".
However, one student thought that there was a gap between the material in the CD ROM
and learning Arabic at the School of Languages. This was mainly due to the environment of the
school, which the student described as "very regimented" and where "being creative is not fun".
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My own reflections suggested that although the students struggled with some aspects of
the CD ROM, the songs for example, they enjoyed the fact that they are doing something
different from what they have been doing in the course. My reflective journal contains few
comments which indicate that the students were very enthusiastic to use the CD ROM, and
actually looked forward to the hours in which we used it.

Theme #5: Some students seemed to evaluate the CD ROM based on the proficiency test they
have to take at the end ofthe course

Eight out of ten students thought that there was a gap between the material in the CD
ROM and the material they expect to see on the proficiency test they have to take at the end of
the course. While, as one student stated, "the test is based mostly on the news", the student
believed the CD ROM to be more focused "on improving cultural knowledge and awareness".
This is further stressed by another student who stated, "I feel it is [the CD ROM] just impractical
so like to focus on certain things that 1 know absolutely will not be on the test, especially the
speaking test".
However, two of the students thought that there was a deeper relationship between the
material presented in the CD ROM and the material they expect to see on the proficiency test.
This was articulated best by one of the students who said: "I really think that some of the skills,
[whether] reading or listening no matter in what form they are, they are going to prepare us for
the test".
My own reflections suggested that the majority of the students looked at the CD ROM
and the activities it contained through the prism of the proficiency test they will have to take.
This was evident in the questions they asked regarding the test and the activities in the CD ROM:
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questions like "does the DLPT5 contain short stories", "do we have to listen to music in the
DLPT5" were recorded in my reflective journal.
Summary

In this chapter, the findings of this study were presented. Overall, students seem to have
experienced an increase in the interest to learn the Arabic language and get familiar with Arabic
culture using the CD ROM. While the video clips and short stories were both beneficial
linguistically and culturally in helping students practice and thereby acquire the Arabic language,
the songs seemed to be less beneficial from the perspective of the majority of the students. As an
observer, I believe that the students had difficulty understanding the songs because of the wide
gap between the level of the songs, in terms of lexicon and structure, and the proficiency level of
the students. In addition, the majority of the students seemed to evaluate the material in the CD
ROM based on the proficiency test they have to take at the end of the course.
In the next chapter, I will discuss my findings within the context of the literature review
presented in Chapter 2. I also will describe how these findings led to the development of an
Action Plan for my future teaching.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Action Plan
Introduction

The centerpiece of this study was to explore the impact of using short stories, songs, and
video clips on adult Arabic language learners, in terms of proficiency in reading, listening, and
writing skills; and familiarity with Arabic culture. To make these materials accessible to
students, I created a CD ROM to package the short stories, songs, and video clips. The
theoretical framework that guided the selection of these materials was based on multiple
language acquisition/learning theories, especially Krahen's input theory, which argued that
providing language learners with comprehensible input is a requirement for language acquisition
(Krashen, 1992).
In addition to providing my students with culturally oriented \\-Titten as well as audio
visual Arabic language input, I wanted to answer the following questions:
1. Which components (the short stories, songs, and video clips) of the CD were the most or
least useful as far as language acquisition, and why?
2. Which components (the short stories, songs, and video clips) of the CD were the most or
least useful as far as familiarity with Arabic culture, and why?
In this chapter, I will briefly summarize the findings within the context of the literature
review presented in Chapter 2, while simultaneously referring to the research questions. Then, I
will discuss the limitations of the study before presenting an action plan to overcome the
shortcomings ofthe study in general and the CD ROM in particular, as related to my teaching
and foreign language acquisition of students.
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Findings

Many language instructors and researchers (Claerr, 1984; Conrad, 1997; de Ramirez,
1997; Jolly, 1975; Kramesch, 2000; Nadar, 1984; Popkin, 1997; Salcedo, 2002; Wang, 1999;
Weyers, 1999) have attempted to use short stories, songs and videos to not only teach a
language, but to introduce their students to the culture of the language they are studying. While
this study supports some of their findings, it seems to contradict some other findings.
The findings seemed to either support the findings of other researchers mentioned in
Chapter 2, in the case of the efficacy of using videos to teach a foreign language, or contradict
the results of some of the researchers, in the case of using songs to teach a foreign language.
While the literature review emphasized the positive aspects of using each of the media proposed
by this study (short stories, songs, and video clips), the findings of this study seem to reveal
some of the negative aspects as perceived by the students included in the study. These apparent
contradictions could be due to the difference in the setting in which the studies were performed,
or to the wide difference between the level of some of the materials and the proficiency levels of
the students, especially the songs and the short stories.
Finding #1: Students found the video clips to be the most beneficial both linguistically and
culturally
•
As indicated by students' comments and my personal observations, and supported by the
literature (Secules, Herron & Tomasello, 1992), the paralinguistic cues present in the video clips
not only facilitated comprehension of the content, but they also increased the likelihood that
cultural information is internalized (Herron, Morris, Secules & Curtis, 1995). For example, as
stated by one of the students, "seeing the things I was hearing about helped me pay a lot closer
attention to the Arabic". This increase in concentration and probability of retaining information
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supports the results of an earlier study (Cole, Corrie, Dubreil, & Herron, 2002), which reported
an increase in students' retention of cultural information when videos were used to teach French.
Based on my findings and on the literature, it appears that allowing students to
simultaneously listen to a narrative while viewing the corresponding video can increase the
probability of their internalizing and recalling the content as well as linguistic features. In
addition, relatively young students such as these belong to a technology-oriented generation,
which can predispose them to the use of video as a source for literacy as well as entertainment,
e.g., You Tube, video games, films, etc., and also enhance their connection with video materials.

Finding #2: There were mixed attitudes toward the usefulness ofthe short stories in enhancing
students' Arabic language skills andfamiliarity with Arabic culture

The research supports short stories as a valuable medium not only to negotiate meaning
with foreign language culture (Kramsch, 2000, 1994; Popkin, 1997), but also are an excellent
thematic center around which language tasks could be constructed (de Ramirez, 1997). However,
the findings of this study, extracted from students' comments and my personal observations,
seem to support some aspects of this claim and refute other aspects. For example, as indicated in
students' comments, the short stories were a good tool for learning new vocabulary and culture
but were either too easy or too hard for students to interact with the story.
My own observations indicate that although some students found the short stories
difficult to understand due to the writing style, other students felt unchallenged by the short
stories but at the same time enjoyed the content of the stories, which they appreciated as good
exposure to Arabic culture. This seeming contradiction may be due to several factors. First, the
style of the stories was very different from that to which these students are accustomed, in that
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the stories tend to be more metaphorical compared to the factual articles they usually read, e.g.,
articles concerning current events, economic news, etc. Also, the style ofthe stories is quite
different from straight narration in that it is not linear but rather can be more complex and
subject to multiple interpretations. In addition, while these short stories were thought to be
suitable for students' proficiency level due to their simplicity and short length, they did not
actually correlate with the students' intellectual level as the stories were oriented towards
children. Finally, these students were focused on learning the Arabic language primarily as a
tool for completing their military mission and not for aesthetic reasons, so some may not have
realized an immediate relevance of short stories for improving their language proficiency.

Finding #3: Songs were the least preferred by the students especially in regard to enhancing
their Arabic language skills, although there was some appreciationfor their entertainment value
and exposure to Arabic music
The literature reports that songs are a great tool for learning a language as they provide a
taste ofthe target culture (Claerr, 1984), and an escape from repetitious mechanical drills (Jolly,
1975); they were also reported to aid in memorizing texts (Salcedo, 2002). My findings
somewhat contradict earlier studies, however, in that my students did not express the belief that
the songs were valuable as a language-learning tooL This may be because, notwithstanding these
students' appreciation ofthe entertainment value ofthe songs, they expressed tremendous
difficulty in understanding the lyrics.
Students' difficulty with lyrics seemed to stem from at least two sources. One reason
concerns the lyrics themselves, which were sometimes difficult to hear and therefore understand.
I often watched them struggle to hear individual words and intervened frequently to assist them
in comprehending the meanings of the songs. This difficulty faced by the students was translated
to a lack of interest in the songs as a source for learning Arabic. Additionally, the gap between
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students' proficiency level and the level of the songs was probably greater than anticipated. The
lyrics of the songs were basically poems, sometimes with low frequency vocabulary and
complex grammatical structures. Even students at the advanced level would still have difficulty
understanding these songs, let alone write similar poems.

Finding #4: Students felt motivated to practice the Arabic language more using the CD ROM
because "it broke the daily routine"
Overall, students liked the CD ROM package because it was different from the daily
curriculum they have to use. At the School of Languages, there is a strong emphasis on teaching
the Arabic language using news articles dealing with subjects like Economics, Natural Disaster,
etc. This is due to the military-related objectives behind which these students are studying the
Arabic language, which do not normally move beyond the concrete level.
Perhaps for this reason, students reported a feeling of enthusiasm and interest to learn the
Arabic language using the CD ROM. As an observer, I noticed students become very active and
ask a lot of questions, whether we were reading short stories or watching a video clip. This
appears to indicate that the CD ROM probably contributed in reducing the students' anxiety,
which Krashen (1997) referred to as "low affective filter". Therefore, despite the fact that
students experienced some difliculties with some aspects of the CD ROM, they welcomed its use
as a break from their normal language study routines.

Finding #5: Some students seemed to evaluate the CD ROM based on the proficiency test they
have to take at the end ofthe course
One unexpected theme, which emerged from students' comments as well as my own
observations, was the fact that the students appeared to be thinking a lot about the proficiency
test they have to take at the end of the course. This seemed to inhibit them from putting the
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material in the CD ROM (video clips, short stories, and songs) in the wider context oflearning
the Arabic language. Some students expressed an understanding of the fact that learning the
language in all its forms would naturally assist them in taking the proficiency test, as one student
stated, "[language input] no matter what form they are in, they are going to help with [test] ".
However, other students could not escape thinking about the test, which was exemplified by a
statement made by one of the students who said: "Since we have a limited amount of time, I feel
it is just impracticaL .. to focus on certain things I know absolutely will not be on the test".
This finding is not surprising, due to the fact that these are military personnel taking a
language course for very specific reasons. These military objectives are stated clearly in the
Inter-Agency Language Roundtable (ILR) and must form the basis of every foreign language
course taught at my institution. Students would thus be expected to have a strong focus on the
practical aspects of learning and using a foreign language, as defined by the ILR, which could
have reduced the likelihood of their seeing value in material outside that framework despite their
potential interest in it.

Limitations
One of the limitations of this study is the small number of students included. Although
there was a clear pattern in students' attitudes toward the CD ROM, one could not generalize
these attitudes and findings to include all those who are studying the Arabic language. Another
limitation of this study is related to the type of student. My students were all military personnel,
who did not necessarily choose to learn Arabic as a foreign language, and all of whom are have
very specific and defined objectives for why they are learning a foreign language. This was not
the case with the students in the research reviewed in Chapter 2.
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Action Plan

In performing this study, not only did I get a chance to reflect on my teaching by thinking
about what type of material I should introduce to students and how, I actually got to know how
students feel about learning the Arab language in general, and what they perceive as beneficial in
helping them learn the language. I will continue to communicate with my students about what
they think is helping them learn and what they perceive as not helpful.
As far as the use of a CD ROM to teach the Arabic language is concerned, my plan is to
continue its use. Due to copyright issues, I am unable to use the identical CD ROM in my
classes more than once; however, I am able to use the same format to prepare new CD ROMs,
and intend to do so for future classes.
In preparing each new CD ROM, I will maintain some aspects that students found to be
positive in improving their proficiency and familiarity with Arabic culture. As indicated in the
findings, students favored the video clips as an excellent tool for practicing listening
comprehension and getting introduced to Arabic history. Therefore, I will continue to download
relevant and timely clips focusing on historical and cultural contexts. Because students were
divided on the usefulness of the short stories, I will still use short stories periodically, but I will
think of other methods in using short stories, not only for reading comprehension. I also will try
to select stories better suited to their intellectual level as well as their linguistic ability level. I
might use short stories as a template in which I could introduce speaking themes based on the
stories and the characters in them. With regards to the songs, I will seek songs with lyrics,
themes, and structures that are easier for students at this linguistic level to understand. This
might be a little bit difficult due to the fact that the majority of the songs available are either in
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dialect or in poetic Arabic. Choosing songs in dialect could be even harder for my students who
are studying MSA. Therefore, I wil1 have to be very selective in choosing songs that matches
students; proficiency levels.
Finally, I will continue to strive to teach the Arabic language within its socio-cultural
context because I believe that language proficiency cannot be divorced from cultural proficiency.
And if we are trying to establish a relationship between the "Arab World" and the "Western
World" based on "mutual respect", as stated by President Obama in his inaugural address; then
learning the language of the "other" with its cultural inferences and social meanings is only a
first step.
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APPENDIX A
STORY ONE

"The one with the blue skin"
PRE-READING:
LANGUAGE: VOCABULARY:
I

t..I.s.II

..,&all

..;..lill

i

Destiny

I

To ridicule

u,..y......

The essence

y.~1

C:!.l,>ll ~L;)I

God's amazing creation
iousness

0:!fiill I
,-"pi

~

Sympathetic

..,...;.i

Mistake

~Wly..;

Lord of the worlds

.ll.;c

Worshipers
To be content with

y~..;

~l:..

To engage in ...

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
Past tense verb conjugation (to go

.,...,.~)

as example:

Conjugation

Pronoun
~j

wi

~j

~

~~

Wjj
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POST~READING

COMPRHENSION QUESTIONS:

Questions
1- How was people's treatment of the person with blue
. skin?
i

2- How did the dark young men treat the person with
blue skin?
3~

How did the one with blue skin explain people's
different skin colors?
4- What did the person with blue skin do at the end of
: the story?
I

WRITING:
i

Write two paragraphs in which you take on somebody
else's situation.
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APPENDIXB
STORY TWO

"Days of the week"

PRE-READING:
LANGUAGE: VOCABULARY:
t...tsJI

~I

~I)

Nervously
Started to + verb

.} tP

Screamed

Cl.....o

..

Mouth
I

J"-l

Wi:ill

Turned
I

~

Giggled

..il1.il4

With God's permission

..ill "L.t ul

God willing

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
Verb conjugation in the imperative:
When conjugating a verb in the imperative, one should add an I in front of the root ofthe verb: this when giving a
command to someone to do something. However, when asking someone not to do something, ';l is placed before the
verb which conjugated in the present tense. Look at the example of~j = to go.
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I

Story 2

e~~I?,1.:1

: JJ~I ...a...ll .) .;ta....:.lIIA~ o.1;J+.\1 ~I ~
Ye~~1 ?,1.:i';.I.la.j u1~ ~ u.

: o.la.IJ WJ ~ \Jli.iJ ,~I UJyl.1 ~.; .UJA 1.JJ1.S .~\ ~ ~

u.;"\ I.li..~i 1.l1...I.lI•••1.l1
: ~\ ~ .~I e:--1J ",+.,ll ~ ~ ~ ~ ULS
!u~ 'J\..~II+.!\ u.liJ
~i1.:...ll1..i.""""'1
:tl.ll.!~I~
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~
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:~y4-1

JlI ~u. 6) rJW1 ~I r-'=.,! ~ 1A¥i u ......, Jll6jha ~I u ..... ~ t....lT l; ~

: t.J.......tI.:..lli
ruwl ~ ..rJWI ~I

r-,=.,! ~I .,! ~~ 1A1) u ......, l..l....:a.
:~y4-1

t....lTl;..~

POST-READING
COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
~I

Questions

"y)Lbl1 "" :.w......I1 u,tlb IjL.. -1

1- What did the teacher ask of her students?

~y)\lJ1

2- How did the students answer?

!....:W:.... C"'~.l.:>. ~ c,..JUJI 4.l,,,•.:l••()JI ~ ~ L.. -3

• 3- How did the student address his teacher?

~t-*",'il

4- W that advice did the teacher provide her student with
in order for him to memorize the days of the week?

WRITING:
Write two paragraphs in which you compare the class
room system in the story and the one you grow up with.
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APPENDIXC
STORY THREE

"A house built out stone"

PRE-READING:
LANGUAGE: VOCABULARY:

t..wl

~I
I

-...lc. Ji5\

To proceed to do something

~\A

Excited

w........)

w.........;;

To pave

W-
.~

Wondering
Attached

~")\:i..

Cohesive

4.......")\:i..

I To collapse

i"~

~I

'"I

To test

~.
I

~I

Firm
To be furious

.J;;,t:i.::.1

Cohesion

&W

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
The Haal Construction
The Haal clause (from the word Jl:. meaning "condition" or "circumstance," as in the question !JWI '-¥) is a clause
which modifies the subject of a sentence by using J as a subordinating conjunction. This is a fancy way of saying
that J is used sometimes in Arabic to mean "while," as in, "He entered the room while greeting the people inside."
The clause after "while" can have a verb, a particle, or it can be an equational sentence. Study the two sentences
below, then read the commentary which follows.
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In the first Arabic sentence you have theJ followed by the pronoun .JA. A subject pronoun must be used with J and it
must agree with the subject of the sentence.
The J and the pronoun can be omitted if the predicate is indefinite. When this is done the predicate is put into the
accusative. So in sentence two we now have ~~ instead ofY~.

Story 3

li.IJ 4-3\ o)~\ ~ ~j~\ I~ .....a....:a\jLl\ .:,.... o~ ~ ~ wl";)J ~\ ~j~\ u~ 'Cl:l)\ ~1.AJ j>L-J\ u.l.,...\! j>l:WJ\ J:.il
.~jI..J ~ C\.)J ~j~\ c..;iS I~~ ~I ~ll"l:Il ~J ~ J..J! ~....a....:a.,>.!

~~\..;.lII..aJ

:~..;~\ y~i

.~~ ......;~ ~..:..I.i..li 4.:¥)\

.o)~\ (S.,i'4 ~.lll
lfa..>t-I 4! u.lA ~ ~\~! t;.!)\ u)ia.j
:o~L.... ul\.iJ t;.!)\ ~
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POST-READING

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
Questions
I - Why did the rabbit decide to build the house?
2- Why was the rabbit happy? And how did he express

• it?
the house collapse?

WRITING

two
behind the
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APPENDIX 0
STORY FOUR

"The gift"
PRE-READING:
LANGUAGE: VOCABULARY:

t..1s.Il

~I

., .

To harass

'-':1.......

To underestimate

u~1

! To teach a lesson

Uil
ylj.

I

To be annoyed

r::"'yl

To insist

:.,...,1

Trail

oj:..

Mouth

d.A~

:

d.A1y:,

y

~

• Greed

~I

To be suffocated

t.li.

To trick

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
The Particle J
;:,1 also means "that"; it can also mean "to.";:,1 is used with verbs which imply doubt, desire, fear, or some other
emotion, or even commands which must be carried out. Example:
L.i
1.l..1....::u '. \ wi ·~\I
..J • • u ...?-'

•• L~ .... JA
c::--:
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:

Story 4
~I)I~I
~,

4

11

..!.I.W 'i .......'il {!:A ..!I..iSJJ ,~ u... ~ .:,,1 Li.a....::.iJ 'l\i Up. ~ J...~'ilJ ~\ ~ ~W:I.o ..,All .j~J [IM~' ~I JJI.::.
.J;a...:.,;:" 'iJ ~ ~1'::'I.lLo u.

..

•• LI~.JA I~ .. ~ .•~:~ ~\ ~ CI....::lJ ,~ :i~ J4-I1a r.J&- ...i~ ~\.J;. 6:1.1.11 ~ J.U:liJ ~ ~~\ y.\j

y.\~ .:,,1 ~I Cjiiti ,~I.J;. LA.l1la...:a1 ~I <\,;j~ 4Ji

r.J&- J'o"II ~I ~ (JS.\J.iJ .IJIU :i.ii+\1 o~ .:,,1 ~ l.;;.s .!l.1j u.- ..,All J!'1.:iJ1 ~ jil
1.Ii:. ~I v-I! .:"t.ti'il

6:1.1.11 ~ :i.ii+\4 ~J ..,All J!'1.:iJ1 .I)r:a';:" WI ($\J

.:,,! L.. Lilli ~I v-I! 4-:t y.\.lJ
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,J.,..al4I.f:iA1~ ~ J ,yljill,l OJ!' U!J.l1 ~ "j...

POST-READING
COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
~~I

Questions
!"0.l.llI~"",", ~

1- What did judge "Bahraj" and his neighbor wanted to
do to "Nassraddin"?
i

wi .~~ J

"<:;IJf-:''' ........w\ .ll) \~L..-l

2- Why did "Nassraddin" take the crow with him for
hunting?

!~""""",",I..;ill "0.l.ll1~" i;..11~W-2

3- Why did the judge give the cow to "Nassraddin"?

!"0.l.l!I~" ~L....J • .fo.l4 ........wl ~ \~W-3

WRITING
-

......

-:-------------------,------c:---=---,---::---,----,,--:-:--.,---;----:c:--~

d.........ill "-'?-lL..:i~)l;.~\ (.)" ~.l!\ .)1

Write two paragraphs in which you discuss the moral
behind the story
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\...# ,,~ u;,..fo ...,.usl

APPENDIXE
STORY FIVE
tf....,.,.:J1

U

"The ri ver"

PRE-READING:
LANGUAGE: VOCABULARY:

t..ls.Il

~I

I To split

,.,'" :.

.

J~I

Plains

~-~

To irrigate

~I

Wide fields

i

-,

&':1- i.>'"

Jj.:.JI

Reside in

~

Greeting

~
~

I To rise

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
The Word JS
z..lS is a noun which means "each" or "every" and sometimes means "all" depending upon the context. When z..lS is
followed by an indefinite noun, it is translated as "each" or "every." For example, ~ JS means "each moment" or
"every moment." The phrase ~ JS is an idaafa. Example:
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Story 5

POST-READING

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
J..l.i.....il

Questions

~~I uy..I~W-l

1- Why was the river sad?

!4-;lI..\\ -' -sA ~I:U~ ..,rL.-2

2- What is the relationship between the river and the
villages?

WRITING

Write two paragraphs in which you discuss the moral
behind the story
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APPENDlXF
ARAB HISTORY
SEGMENT 1

PRE-VIDEO VIEWING:
LANGUAGE: VOCABULARY
Secularism

4,;,iw..J\

They must

~..,.;i 1.F L..c. J

jyl\Yr-l

Did not see the light
A shallow expression

~ \.! Y."

Mandate

~w:;

Harmonious

~\y.;J\·4

Tax collectors
To roar

')'"c

To push aside

y\ilj\

To crown

To delegate

.l1..i

Wisdom

Found

~J

Obtained

Y!'-" j

~
~y

:i...&.J\
jy...; _jl:..

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR

NOMINAL SENTENCE:
In Arabic there are two types of sentences, nominal and verbal. In this grammar note I will go over the nominal
sentence while the verbal sentence will be discussed on another occasion. A nominal sentence is one which starts
with a noun, which is called i~\ in Arabic. The second term or phrase is called a predicate known in Arabic as
~\; both the noun and the predicate are in the nominative case as illustrated in the following example:
• ,. , u.l\

·CYi-"Y.

POST-VIDEO VIEWING
COMPRHENSION QUESTIONS:
~~,

Questions

fi.:J\ ¥Y w:,lS '-¥-1

~4,;,iL..:W\ .....

I - What was the structure of the Ottoman state?

~YSY ~

2- What happened in Turkey in I908?

~ I_).:UY ~ Y ~\ 0.foi..J1 Ji!w, 0lS

3- What did Arab intellectuals discuss in Paris?
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1908 4..;.., G~ \jt...-2
\jt... -3

4- On what side did the Arabs fight on during WWl?

~.)}:ll ~WI...,.,y:J1 J~ ...,.,yJl...,.,.Jl:..<...,-U4- ~1.)1-4 I

I

:"-:;l\.:iJ1 "':'~I rA iY> -5

5- Who are the following figures:

i-Prince Faisal

- Lawrence

~ j:!-<\tl

..rl.J.,l

Y-r.yJl r-lWI \,:-ilb;!j! J t....i.J ..::..c.JJ Ufi-6

6- How did France and England divide the Arab World?

WRITING:
Write three paragraphs in which you compare between
the events witnessed by the Arab World and those
witnessed by the US during WWl.

J~

r-lWII..\~.;;JI

Wl.l.:>..'jl

~~

,:uw "':'I.fo w;.w...,.,:lS1

,\5.j:!-<1 4-J~.;;J1 ..ill:; J')J\tl ~WI ...,.,y:J1
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-r.yJl

APPENDIXG
ARAB HISTORY
VIDEO SEGMENT 2

PRE-VIDEO VIEWING:
LANGUAGE:VOCABULAR
• Tutelage

..,t........,ll

Crew

~

Priorities

ul,..,lJI

Shooters

.L..) •

ut......tA)

Premature signs
Political gamble

.r'~

A rising star

..leWI ~!

utA.)

~~

Eloquence
Fate

~

LTurn inwards

tAiA.
~I.bJP
.

Threads of authority

.1

Ancestors

""";")l.•

u~1

Protectorates

Honoring

r-:fo

Firmness

:i....1.J'-'"

To destroy

~

Thrown

J..JC

Nationalism

""'~I

Modernization

:GI...,JI

Caliphate

4,3::i;J1

Elite
Druze

y.;J-~
jJ.).J.l1

i
!

~Lbi':iI~1

Feudal system

U.,;yr.:;....,J1

Arabists
•

.6ill1

Oil

Rebellion

Jy.:;ll

Excuse

~.)~

Get tired of. ..

~

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR

THE PASSIVE VOICE

JJf+.t.ll ~I:

Passive conjugations are differentiated from active conjugations by internal vowel changes. You can see from the
conjugations below that vowel on the first consonant is always a dhamma and that the stem vowel is always a kasra.
These are the only differences. The suffixes are exactly the same as for the active voice. If you write out these
passive conjugations without the short vowels, they will look just like the active conjugations. Therefore context is
what will tell you what is going on.
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POST·VIDEOVIEWING
COMPRHENSION QUESTIONS:

;.,u.,.\

Questions
~~

1 \¥hat happened between France and prince Faisal?

jf")'1 J ~.J LiE ~.h. I:...... -1

!~jl ~ 1Ij1...S.~" ~i.;I1 wl#1 ~ ..... -2

2- What changes did Ataturk do in Turkey?

Tw~~.J Jt......:i..:1 wtS.

3- How was France's colonialism of Lebanon?
•

'-4-3

!w~.}~.J ~IJ ;;;yOj J."l wtS.I,j..... -4

• 4- What was the first rebellion faced by France in
Lebanon?

!V';ly-JI oW ~\ ~ .....

5- What was the importance of the Suez canal?

-5

Y.bii]1 J~\.} ~Lb.;.?1 ~ ~Y''il.l."......,.&..ll J:;.J I,jW-6

6- Why did king Saud favor America over England?

7- What were the Nazis goals in the Arab World?

! ....,yJl rJWI .} WJ:!jUlI u..lf.:l wtS. t.i..... .)1 -7

WRITING:
JJ.ill....,JJJ';1 Jt......:i..:';t .} ..!l;1.

Write 3 paragraphs in which you express your opinion
on the European occupation of the Arab World.

wl.fo ~'Xi~!
.~yJ\
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(y:- ~ ~

APPENDIXH
ARAB HISTORY
VIDEO SEGMENT 3

PRE~VIDEO

VIEWING:

LANGUAGE:VOCABULAR

..,.&oJI
Then

..!l1~1

•

UJ:!-" jill

Francophiles

u~I.)l1 •
i
~.

~

To bomb

,\r,yl J.;....JI J-J"

"They had enough"

,:,~\IY»

The promised land

I

I

Nationalists

To strain
i

WsJ\

With ferocity

4.....IA

Crucible

~

·fo~y.

I Humiliating defeat

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
Preposition J
This preposition, when used with verbs, usually has the meaning of "to" as in "I listened to the radio." With one
exception, whenever this preposition has a pronoun suffix, the vowel of the preposition changes from a kasra to a
fatha. See the chart below:
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-

~

POST-VIDIWVIEWING
COMPRHENSION QUESTIONS:

Ui...."J1

Questions

1- What were the goals sought by the nationalists who
won the Lebanese and Syrian elections of 1943?

w4~'J'4 LJJylill LJ~ jill l+.lll ~ .;\1 Ul.lo\'11 Wj\S
! 1943~
! wi! jJ.J ~)I J..lY'-'"'

2- What were the main points of the negations between
Saud and Roosevelt?

lJ:'1 4-1-",".y:.J~ ~1.1.liill yr\1...-2

! yo'Jl ~I.l.!..) ~yJl JJ~I 4......'..,. ~~I JJ~I

3- What were the first countries that made up the Arab
League?

1:::'1. . -1

uy, lJ.4 4....JC'wI 4.:t.u...JIJ ~li.,Jl1

yr\1...-3

WRITING
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APPENDIX I
ARAB HISTORY
VIDEO SEGMENT 4

PRE-VIDEO VIEWING:
LANGUAGE:VOCABULAR

~I

To encroach

I Para s~ooters
! Burst

m

_ _ _ _ __

- - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - W J O J - - : --:,--:-ft>::-1,
,
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LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
The Preposition J Meaning "belonging to"

J has another meaning in addition to "to." It is used to mean "to belong to." Normally, when we want to say the
Arabic equivalent of "to have" in English, J and a pronoun suffix will be used. For example, "I have a car" becomes
in Arabic ;;)~.,.!. The Arabic sentence literally means "To me is a car." The Arabic sentence is an equational
sentence. ;;.J~ is the subject of the sentence. J and its pronoun suffix function as the predicate. This is a different
construction and uses different syntax than English does, so Arabic learners tend to get the cases confused in
sentences using J. Just remember that the item owned is the subject ofthe sentence.

POST-VIDEOVIEWING
COMPRHENSION QUESTIONS:

~':ll

Questions

!wl.):ll.} ItJ~1t ~ lj\...-I

1- What did "Musadaq" do in Iran?

!"0f..:.! -~" .J~ ~ 1.~\'" -2

. 2- What is meant by the "New Delhi Peking" axis?
I
3- What was th e French and British reaction to Jamal
Abdelnassir's nationalization of the Suez Canal?
!

"Y""Li.lI~ J....,;.." (';!At:;.)c. 1,!.i1.b:!Y. .jWJ. ~ ~.J wlS. Uf5. -3
YU":!yJl ;;I..iil

.

4- To what side dId Egypt SWItch IdeologIcally after
1956 war?

- .

6- What

WRITING
I

Write three paragraphs expressing your opinion
regarding these events

' - - - - - - - - - - -..- - -...- - - .... _ _ _---"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _----1
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APPENDIXJ
ARAB HISTORY
VIDEO SEGMENT 5

PRE-VIDEO VIEWING:
LANGUAGE:VOCABULAR

L..!s.\i

~I

I

U:=~

To engage in

u:=1.:..

i

yL:.:t.

Hard
To mute

Li-"y..

Heresy

~j

To be assassinated

J#I
I

To predict

4;J

!

i

J:.b.J

Analysis
• To blow

I s;mpry"_dr_e_am______________________________+-_________________________________~~J..~~_.~
.:JI.fol1 ~ I

I Passover
i

,,".;oJ! .:JjI.,.,. J~I

Disturbance of the balance of power

LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR
The Particle 01

oj is always used with Ji.! to mean "that" as in "He said that such and such is the case." In English we sometimes
leave the word "that" out. We cannot do so in Arabic. oj must still be followed by a noun in the accusative or a
pronoun suffix, or by a prepositional phrase or word such as ..ciliA followed by an indefinite subject. In other words,

oj works the same way with Ji.! as it does when it is by itself and has the meaning of "verily" or "indeed." Note that
oj will be used with Ji.! no matter what form the verb takes, even if the active participle of the verb is used. See
example below:

He stood up saying that the Arabic language is beautiful.
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!

POST-VIDEOVIEWING
COMPRHENSION QUESTIONS:

WRITING
Write three paragraphs expressing your opinion
regarding these events
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APPENDIXK
SONG 1

APPENDIX Kl: SONG 1 LYRICS & AN EXCERPT FROM THE ARTIST'S BIOGRAPHY

4.....J-I-o

r.>- 4,;)~I.)e. J-.,:.., "';4i'O->,",i ~:l..i;JC 4i;'~".l~1..:. r.>- 19231'1..:. (4,;Y") ~.l.}.l.!J ,~y;. y;.t..::: J<.F"L.~.l"';4i)j.i
1944 1'1..:. ~ c::y..:;J 4.,;j"..Jl ~4J4 ",..,wI ~ j.o.:ill ;:. , ~.l; ~)I ~I 4.,;lS.l1

J-,ll )j.i..cly , 1966 &u.}J .0.illJ ' CJfi..!J ' .l:!.J-I-oJ ' (.).illJ ' •.foiJ ' .,;Awl ~.u~ Ji,lJJ <<.F"L.~.l.!1 J,..:J4 ~fo.Ai j.o.:ill
4JJ i -::...;\5. <4.,;,;tJ 4.,;p4..::.."....,.... ~)J($.l:>.! 4.,;~\ ..:i~.~-::"';\5.J .~t.)JJ' ""","I J,..:...J y!i.ill1).l"::"JY-o!.}i.J"'"'IJ <r"L.~.l.!1
to

~\yo...J\

.) wlll

to

... ~~I "::"IJ.~•..l1 JS, L...;.,il,;

J

... ~J

APPENDIX K2: SONG 1 LISTENING ACTIVITY

... ..r-il...,
- l" .1
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... ~yw;~yi==

...

=,~,,--J

... == W; tA.,)~ JL.,).)c. =",,,,-J
...

~dJf't&. ...IS

... ~y. .)c. -ill 41~i
... ~~I "':'I).-!,JI

...IS t.....:..il,)

.....WI C-t....:....)c. JL,..)I tA..l:i...l:l ~I
...• ~ ~I I~ t.;-~ '1

u>""

...•~Id=

•.. ."..,-y.;...\ ~

dlcL.,

... -r yoJ J;.llii J .)lfoJ J
~ ..::...;\ J I't&.

JS. J

APPENDIX K3: SONG I WRJTING ACTIVJTY
~..:..iiJI"\j;;.JS
~..:..ilJI"\j;;.JS
...

~dJI't&.

... ..!h:..J cill :.i..i.... ~

...IS

I~I

... (j)' ,'. 7-" J
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APPENDlX L
SONG 2

APPENDIX L 1: SONG 2 LYRICS & AN EXCERPT FROM THE ARTIST'S BIOGRAPHY

¥I,.,.. 0A y.,l:i...,. ~i :wlli.!l 4.P ~
y.,l:i...,. ~..,...,.... .} ..l!IJ C"' J,.....; J ~)..l'jl i'):..I1 ~ ~ 0A c::y...:; J 1999 i'lc. .} ~4J1 ~Ij..l j..S\ .~ J.l.lI .s~

~ 4..!JY'-" J4.i,.,..y4tlc. 0A JA J4.ij~l.jL.!.} ty:.y J L::..i~1 ~I}...I .. 1975,.lc.

APPENDIX L2: SONG 2 LISTENING ACTIVITY
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~I~\=

\.iJ:ij! ..l!

--

APPENDIX L3: SONG 2 WRITING ACTIVITY

.1" .• W::..\I
.

~..r
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APPENDIXM
SONG 3

APPENDIX MI: SONG 3 LYRICS & AN EXCERPT FROM THE ARTIST'S BIOGRAPHY

~l ......l J.i...).... .fo.: .~41 j.JC ujk j ~j ~>" uly. (~41

J;.:,..; ~ .~.; 1"1950 r"k .l!j) ~ J.!.....;L.. uLWI i.P t:.....I

~.Jill ~'i'llj ~~I ~.".JIl.»! "'-?-oj y~~-, ,..,.u.)1 ~l.bll hl.:;..;11 ¥\t.~

. . . .,:. J.i...).. . uY' ~ ~ ~j:il...ll y~1 0,,!-iLiilI
.y~\S

....-?

APPENDIX M2: SONG 3 LISTENING ACTIVITY
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APPENDIX M3: SONG 3 WRITING ACTIVITY

...~
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APPENDlXN
QUESTIONNAIRE"

1- Describe the extent to which the video clips enhanced, or did not enhance, your listening skill. Give
examples.
•

•

•

•

•

At the beginning of the course, video clips were fundamental in my comprehension of more advanced
material because I was able to use the context of the video to understand the words. I think after 1/3 or 112
of the way through the course however, the videos are detrimental & should be minimized.
The video clips helped because the topics were new and different; after a full year of [listening to news]
from Aljazeerah, my mind doesn't focus well because everything uses the same stories and vocabulary. The
historical pieces had announcers with varying accents and a lot of new vocabulary and new synonyms for
old words. Also, using historical clips was beneficial because it allowed us to explore a new background
and viewpoint on Middle Eastern culture, which is valuable for understanding comprehension.
Video clips were useful as long as new words were reviewed beforehand. When the video clip was only
played once this usually wasn't so helpful. To incorporate new vocabulary it helps to hear a passage at least
twice, usually broken up the second time to catch what words are around it, how the native speaker
pronounces it, how it sounds in the middle of a sentence ...
The video clips definitely enhanced my listening skills, mainly because of their length. In class we are
mostly exposed to short audio clips but with the video clips my attention to the details in them for an
extended period of time while trying to retain infonuation and not forget what I heard in the beginning.
Also the questions that accompanied the video clips helped prepare us for what we needed to listen for,
sometimes when we're given detailed questions like numbers or exact times or more than two or three
adjectives describing something, it's hard to recall certain things that were mentioned, and this is true even
when answering questions to a passage in your native language. The interesting topic also made the video
clips a more fun way to learn.

•

I feel like the videos were a great new, unique, and intelligent way of obtaining vocabulary, especially
idiomatic expressions, in context so as to enable me to provide a backdrop oflearning to the words I
memorize. Also, because of their cultural relativity to the Mideast region, helped provide examples of
common authentic usage for simple words and expressions.
1 definitely think the video clips enhanced my listening skills because it was interesting. The video with the
voice helped me because I am a very global learner and seeing the things r was hearing about helped me
pay a lot closer attention to the Arabic. The sound quality was also good enough to actually hear the
Arabic. Because a list of vocab was provided, I found it very useful so that J knew exactly which words to
listen for which enhanced by listening skills & my knowledge ofvocab.

•

They helped learn cultural words and tenus for governments and treaties that J was previously unaware of.

2- Describe the extent to which the short stories enhanced, or did not enhance, your reading skills. Give
examples.
•

J enjoyed short stories when J understood them but since the style is so different from what we're used to
some material was more different than it should be .

•Students' comments are recorded verbatim and not edited for spelling or grammar.
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•

I did not feel that all ofthe stories were beneficial because some of them were very short and simple.
However, the exposure to a new reading material was nice, and forced me to look closely at the vocabulary
and syntax. These would be better activity for beginning of semester 3 or end of semester 2.

•

The short stories were a little childish for me, although that I'm sure is simply a matter of preference. I like
(prefer) reading about history or current events but that's because I enjoy those subjects and also due to
time constraints. We have a limited number of weeks to become proficient is speaking about the economy,
trade, etc ... and sometimes I wish we read more about those topics in Arabic in order to have more
meaningful/well informed opinions about these subjects.

•

Well, it's difficult to say whether or not the stories enhanced my reading skill. They may have helped my
analytical skills a bit and my ability to comprehend metaphors. They didn't necessarily help my reading
skills in the sense that now I can read all styles of stories or publication now, as normally we don't read
anything but the news, however the DLPT5 does have some metaphorical stories and novels and folklore at
the end. Where deciphering the author' tone and meaning can be quite tricky. So in the end I suppose the
stories were somewhat helpful.

•

The short stories were a good application of previously acquired reading skills as well as a back drop for
vocab learning. Again as with the video the native authenticity was helpful to understand connotations and
usage of the vocab as well as appropriate times for using idiomatic expressions.
I found the stories to be entertaining so of course this helped my reading skills same as with the video, a list
of vocab before hand was very useful.

•
•

The short stories seemed very hard because they used a lot of idioms, and expressions that I had been
previously unfamiliar with. However, I now remember some of the parables and phrases that I had learned.

3- Describe the extent to which listening to Arabic music while reading the lyrics enhanced, or did not
enhance, your reading and listening skills. Give examples.
•

[ don't really think that listening to the music & reading the lyrics really changed my skills. I believe this
exercise needs to be persued further before I can make any clear judgment.

•

This is an intense Arabic-brain workout! Music has been one of the hardest things to comprehend because
of pronunciation, dialect, and metaphorical speech. It was very helpful to have the lyrics because they
assisted me in training myself to better understand. I had to work extra hard to comprehend the words
before ever hearing (or trying) to distinguish individual words in the songs. This is still difficult in the last
week of the course.

•
•

The Arabic music was very pretty but I think this would be the most helpful in the first weeks of class.
For me personally listening to Arab music while reading the lyrics did not enhance my reading or listening
skills because I do not learn well this way. I tend to absorb information more through class lectures and
note taking as well as vocab lists, quizzing, and repetition. With that said, this was a nice change and
maybe beneficial for other student so it would not hurt to introduce into the classroom periodically.

•

I feel that, of all the activities, the songs were the least useful as pronunciation was often distorted
musically and word usage become too poetically cumbersome for one to apply to my conversation level. In
short its good for learning culture but ineffective for teaching language.

•

While enjoyable, I didn't get much out of this. I liked listening to some of this music but it didn't make me
better in Arabic. I could only understand a few words, not enough to make me better.

•

Listening to Arabic music always help me in my studies, it was good to get to listen to it in class.
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4- Describe the extent to which responding to the activities on this CD did or did not enhance, your writing
skills. Give examples.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Every chance I get (and they are few) to write in Arabic greatly improves my skills because it forces me to
be more precise w/the language. For that reason, it is always difficult to get myself to write on my own & I
welcome any forced-writing activity.
Writing is very beneficial to me because it forces me to use a plethora of vocabulary in order to get my
point across and make myself understood. I really enjoyed doing the writing activity at the end of the
lessons. I find that writing enhances my speaking, and loved trying to construct abstract ideas and opinions
using Arabic.
I think it was useful as long as only 5-10 min of class was devoted to trying to use the new vocabulary in
sentences. But its not possible to be thoughtful about a subject in 15min so 1 think it would be better for the
exercises to be "use these new vocab words in a sentence" than "what are your feelings on the effects of
communism on citizens of the Eastern Block countries?". Trying to jump start my brain on such a huge
issue, even if I have the computer to look up an article about the subject will take more than 15min and by
the end of class I'll have written 2 words in Arabic.
Because I got lazy near the end of the packet and did not respond to all of the writing prompts, I did not
take advantage of the writing activities as I should have. Also I can only improve my writing skills ifI'm
corrected and then I go back and change my mistakes or make a strong mental note to not make those
mental mistakes again. Sometimes I am very lazy as a writer and make careless mistakes even in English.
As always, any opportunity to write in Arabic helps to have the skill of fabricating language as well as
cementing grammar and vocabulary. I'd say that the exception to this is again with music. Sometimes I was
forced into a smaller lexicon of words in order to try to fit meter or rhyme scheme.
The activity was good for writing skills but we don't have to write for our job. It did for us to make opinion
and write it down which is good because we have to give our opinion on the test.

5- Which components/activities of this CD best enhanced your understanding of Arabic culture: the short
stolies, the video clips, or the songs? Give examples and reasons for why you picked those examples.
•

I think the video had the greatest contribution on me because it packed a lot of information about a pivotal
time in the Arab world into a short period oftime and included music and pictures. Vidos are good teaching
aids, especially in regards to their infonnational content because a native speaker can narrate better & faster
than we as students can read. Videos also allow for accompanying images & music which enhances the
experience.

•
•

The video clips, because they were challenging bur not impossible.
The video clips because they explained the history of Arabic countries. One, I felt the most motivated to
listen to them at home because the speed at which the commentator spoke matched the speed at which
people would normally speak in. I had trouble understanding the videos on my computer as I got ready in
the morning but there was a lot of vocabulary) was unfamiliar with (as opposed to the news which I
usually don't have trouble understanding ifI have it on in the background as I get ready). I think the level
the video clips were at was higher than I would understand by myself. I would need the written transcript to
go with them or then need to work on them in class with a teacher who could pause the video and walk me
through what's being said.

•

The video clips enhanced my skills in Arabic the most but perhaps the short stories enhanced my
understanding of Arabic culture more stories always force me to open my mind and I have to think another
way otherwise their meaning is completely lost to me. When I first read the stories I did not get why he was
hunting with a bird and didn't understand why he was even being challenged to hunt in the first place. But
after the teacher explained that it was simply a cultural challenge and that the judgment made by the ruler
was a metaphor showing that someone simply using trickier methods to achieve the same outcome doesn't
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•
•
•

make it right. These types of short stories allow us to glimpse at Arabic culture through word usage and the
characters used in them.
I choose video because of its length, variety of levels, and broad scope of topic. It is also my weakest point
in learning Arabic (listening) and therefore receives the most drastic improvement with practice.
I think the short stories best enhanced my understanding of Arabic culture. The movie was more about
history and I didn't really understand the songs all that well.
I enjoyed the video clips the most because I got to see the actual culture and different places, however I
also liked the music because I could hear how certain words and phrases are used in everyday speech and in
song.

6- You have already studied tbe Arabic language for two semesters prior to tbis one, but did not use a CD
like tbis. Overall, did you find using this CD to be more or less useful in improving your knowledge of the
Arabic language? Wby or wby not?
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

I thought the CD was an interesting exercise & was valuable because it introduced unique authentic
material we are not normally exposed to: music & lyrics, documentary, & short stories.
Anything new and different like this is very helpful with learning Arabic, because too much of one thing
becomes dull and all of us lose focus.
I think practically speaking I would have only used the CD for the history video clips. I love fine arts and
literature but our schedule here is very limited in the evenings and I don't have time to engage in enjoying
Arabic literature/poetry. That's something I can do later. Here, I'm interested in building a foundation and
passing, since this isn't me taking university classes for my own pleasure/enjoyment. This is a job, & I
must focus on current events and especially listening since that's what my job will entail. If I had time to do
both I would but if I write Arabic poems in the evening that would have to take the place of preparing a
news article for the next day which I can't afford.
During the first two semesters, especially in the beginning may not help to improve students' language
skills or overall understanding of the language because they must first build a foundation. However when
they begin to be introduced to authentic materials this CD and method of teaching could be extremely
useful for the following reasons: I) vocab lists in the beginning reassure understanding of unknown or
unexpected words and prevents students from skipping over them or guessing. 2) review of all newly
learned words after the lesson ensures memorization for future usage. 3) video clips with history, culture, or
even science & politics that are accompanied by questions pertaining to the clips allow the student to focus
their efforts on listening properly, they keep the attention of the student (if that student is mature enough)
and they allow the teacher to accurately check the student's understanding ofthe topic. 4) music and short
stories brings in culture and although it may not be appropriate at all times, it's important to incorporate
different styles into every classroom.
I found that the cohesive package of it nice. It contained interesting topics and pieces that gave many
different angles from which the language could be seen. You wouldn't use the same words and phrases in a
story about falconry as you could in a love song or a documentary about the Arab Israeli conflict.
The CD was really useful for learning Arabic, however I'm not sure it is something that could be used all
semester, only because I think variety is very important. I think in this section of our learning of Arabic,
vocab is the most important, and the CD definitely gave a good list ofvocab and a great way oflearning it
in context.
I thought it was very good in improving cultural knowledge and awareness, and I learned a few new
phrases and vocabulary, however, since the over goal of this course is simply to pass the Proficiency Test, I
don't think it helped in that aspect. But, I do think that the style and layout of the lessons are good, its just
that the material is based on culture, which doesn't help with the test.
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APPENDIX 0
fNTERVIEW TRANSCRlPT

------.---------
..

Interviewer

Interviewees

~----.----.-----------------------.--------------------------------~

"Yusuf' : I think that the packet and the
way it was organized was really really
good ... as far as there was new vocab in the
reading and listening. I guess that the only
thing that would separate being relative to
DLPT5 is [that] the DLPT5 has really
tricky questions and its not really
measuring your ability to understand or
speak Arabic. Its just .... In the packet [CD
ROM] it was more straight forward, it was
a good learning tool.
•
I understand, for example the short stories:
• "Yusuf': NO, but the vocab you learned
you don't have passages like that in the
from that because there are passages in the
DLPT5.
DLPT5 that are related to entertainment
and culture. That are presented like the
I
way they were presented in the short
I
stories. So that was good.-------!
~Thank you. "S2" do you have anything to
•
"Noor": I did not think that in my
I
I
sa about this ... ?
survey .. ?
-----~----~-CL-~-----~----------1
• "Shamsy": I really think that some of the
•
OK
skills, reading and listening. No matter
what from they are really going to prepare
us for the DLPT5 with the exception to
music. Listening to spoken passage
whether on the videos we watched or even
reading the stories ... because you have
learned to put the words that we learned in
context and then extrapolate meaning from
it. The only thing I saw as being kind of
detrimental was the emphasis put on
writing and music, because the music was
very difficult and I did not get a lot of
Arabic knowledge from it. I really
struggled to learn words in the music but
other than that I felt it was preparation for
the
DLPT .
.-.----------------------~ ----r---------------------------I
• "Tamir": I agree with "Shamsy" I think no
matter what form, if you are practicing the
language its going to help one way or
another, or even the music because if you
are struggling to hear words because they
are kind of mutated because of the music,
its going to train your ears to be able to
'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~_ _ _ _ _ _~____understand and recognize words in the

•

The first part I would like to discuss with
you after reviewing the surveys is, some of
you said that the DLPT5 was a concern,
there was a big gap between the project
and the test, could you elaborate on that a
little bit? Anybody can start.

•
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•

•

•

I actually...that was the 3rd point I wanted
to talk to you about. [The surveys indicated
that] the songs were the least useful for the
majority of you, that as far as learning, you
know it was kind of hard. So if we put the
DLPT5 aside,just from the point of view
of learning the language, the songs were
not useful?, some of you appreciated the
music ... that it "calms you down" and
appreciation for the culture, but as far as
learning the language it was not useful. Do
you have anything to say about that?
Do you suggest to incorporate songs with
lyrics in the curriculum and what kind of
modification would you suggest if we do
that?

•

OK, it we do incorporate songs, how
frequent do you suggest we incorporate
them once/week, maybe twice/month, what
do you think?

•

•
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passage that might be outside your
acceptable parameter. For example if 1 am
listening to this singer and he says a word
that I know if someone is just speaking it
normally like in MSA on the news, but
because ofthe tone of the music and
rhythm, it changes the word a little bit and
now I have to strain to understand and even
recognize the word, and then lets say I am
listening to a passage on the DLPT, where
there is an interview with a native speaker,
and he is speaking MSA with a local
accent, but because of his accent and may
be he does not speak MSA that often, the
word is not as familiar as it is normally
[said] this is going to help recognize it with
more ease.
"¥usuP': Yes, I would say if you put the
DLPT5 aside then I have no complaints
with anything that was in the packet [CD
ROM], I think that it was useful, I would
not take anything away.

"¥usuP': I would say, Yeah but do it in
Sem III because people have more of a
foundation to work with, because as
[Tamir] said you might understand the
word but in the songs they would use it in a
different context and that is more Sem III
stuff, but I do think it would be good and I
think you have the transcript there and
after you listen to it, while you listen to it
you could follow along. So I don't think it
is bad, if you take the DLPT5 the problem
with this course is that we are not learning
Arabic to learn Arabic but we are trying to
pass the DLPT5.
"Noor": I don't think once/week would
hurt, but I don't necessarily think it would
be that helpful, but during the last hour on
Friday because students have a short
attention span, incorporating a song during
that last hour would be helpful, and if you
did, I think you could accompany it with a
vocabulary list, or some kind of review the
last I Omin, as to the words you did pick up
and why, It mIght be helpful, I personally
think the songs were not helpful for my
learning style but that is because I only

learn through lists but I don't think it is
harmful to incorporate different styles into
the curriculum because every student
learns differently.
• "Shamsy": I think like what [Yusuf] said,
if we are just going to focus on learning
Arabic, the songs are useful as does the
writing assignments. When we think about
the DLPT5, we tend to focus on some
aspects of the language more than others.
But, in learning the language the songs can
be useful and be effective. lust outside this,
my language learning experience, it has
being really effective, in moderation I
think once/week at the most. The problem I
see and have seen generally with Arabic
music in learning the language is dialect
and idiomatic phrases ...There is a
disconnect between MSA and learning
dialect through the music.
• "Tamir": I thought they were hard. I
•
Let me move on to the different point,
thought they were too hard because of the
short stories were good for exposure the
style. The short stories' style, at least in
culture but they were too easy. Some of
Arabic, were completely different from
you thought they were too easy, some
others, they thought they were not too
news media. You know I could read level 3
easy. What do you think?
passage in news media, but if you give me
a level 0+ kid's story, little words could
throw me off to the point when I
completely misunderstand the meaning,
like that 15t one. I think ... , but for that
reason it was useful at least from a
grammar stand point because they were
short enough where you were not spending
too much time on them but because of
difference in style you were seeing
grammar that you are not used to. If you
start reading that a little bit more, that kind
of solidify your grammar for the rest of
Arabic literature and ....
r-----------~~~------------------_.------~
•
Would it help in your opinion in narration
•
"Shamsy": It's the same, where you have a
(present tense .... )?
story, which is being narrated and
especially what I just said, it's a different
grammar style and narration style in the
OPI for example it's very basic. The
stories, the narration is done in a non
complicated and elegant manner, in that
sense if we were able to do the same thing
in the OPI [Oral Proficiency Interview] for
exam Ie, it's beneficial.
I
• "Shamsy": I'd say, depending on how
•
OK. How often do you suggest we
incorporate the short stories?
much you spend and what you are doing
with it , I'd say a total of one hour/week.
Even in a homework.
•
OK, now 1 am just going to move to the
. _ _ topic of yvriting prompts. Som~ of yo~u_ ___~______________________________- - 1
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though the writing prompts were good,
because every time you ... a good chance
to practice writing is good, practicing
vocabulary ... others said that the writing
prompts were too dry, because writing
about Middle Eastern politics was not
beneficial.

•
•

The writing after.

•

•

How can we deal with this issue of not
having enough information to express
one's opinion regarding a Middle Eastern
topic?

•

•

Do you see any usage for the internet [in
this regard]?

•

•

The last point deals with the CD overall,
some of you said it was a good break from
the routine media?

•
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"Yusuf': What do you mean writing:
answering questions or writing after?
"Yusuf': That's what I thought, this
package is really good for Semester III,
where you are supposed to have an opinion
I don't think it's dry unless you don't have
an opinion on it. Especially now, that you
are not only reading an opinion piece but
formulating one and having to write about
it, is obviously good.
"Noor": I guess you can just have some
kind of a dialogue after the lesson, so that
some students could learn from other
students, and then come up with their own
ideas, I think the writing prompts were a
good idea, because whenever you get a
chance to write is good for any language,
even your speaking, because when you are
writing a phrase which just don't sound
right, it helps you in knowing how to say it
as well.
"Shamsy": I think in writing or speaking
in expressing your views and opinions on
this higher topics, like global and political
topics is really difficult because we might
have an idea what we want to say in
English, and we tend to lean on idiomatic
phrases or comparisons or analogies that
really work in English, but we don't
necessarily have counterparts of that in
Arabic, and those are things you can't look
up in the dictionary, I want to say "this red
hairing argument" I don't know how to
look that up, I think that take a lot of time
to acquire. I guess this writing
assignments, I get to use words and work
around the problem. I think [Noor] is right
if we can have a speaking before the
writing, to barrow from others.
"Tamir": I like it, I enjoyed it because it's
different from what we are used to, It's
new material, obviously new words not
just the regular news media. And honestly
the DLPT5 keeps coming up, and I believe
it's related to the DLPT even though it's
not DLPT subject matter because
especially the higher levels, the cultural
topic start to pop up and if you don't have

any idea what the Ottoman Empire ... [then
it's hard to put thing in context]

•

Thank you very much I appreciate your
time .
Section 2
Interviewer

•

Interviewees

•

Let me just start with the 1'1 point, when I
read the surveys, I found that there is some
kind of a gap between what is required for
the test (DLPT5) and what this CD-project
was aiming for, do you want to elaborate
on that a little bit more?

•

•

Do you agree, do you disagree?

•

•
•

•

OK, the second point was that the short
stories were good for exposure to the
culture but too easy, some of you said they
were too easy and some others thought
they were hard?

•

•

Did it help with narration like learning the
vocabulary necessary for narrating
something in the past, future, present tense
or did it not? Because one of the reason for
including the short stories, in addition to
learning the vocab and culture was to be
able to learn the phraseology of narrating
something?

•

•

Were they too easy or hard (the stories)?

•

•

Because some other students said they
were too hard.

•

•
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"Jenan": Yeah, with the CD, if I was
taking a course about Arabic literature,
which I would be interested in that I'll be
happy with the materials, since we have a
limited amount of time, I feel it is just
impractical so like to focus on certain tings
that J know absolutely will not be on the
test, especially the speaking test.
"Ghada": J definitely agree, the CD was
great maybe for some background info, a
little bit more in-depth look at the culture,
but as far as the exam goes most of it is
based on the news, but this requires you to
have a great command of the Arabic
language.
"Hala": J agree.
"Sanad": I do agree, but also it is a nice
change from the routine from every day
monotony of doing the same thing over
and over again. So it was a good change.
"Sanad": I think through out this whole
course, pretty much everything that we do
is challenging, everything gets harder and
harder so it is very nice to go back and so
something easier. .. so it's like a morale
booster, confidence booster.
"Hala": I think it introduced like
something we are not used to, which is the
dialogue, like short dialogues, like we hear
it but we don't read it.
"Jenan": For speaking, I would say NO
just because there are questions that they
would ask you that are very specific like
what do you do on a typical day, and so
that to me is like knowing about the
present tense. But I don't think it is a bad
idea to introduce the tenses using a story.
Like how they switch in and out of past
tense, and present ...
"Ghada": I think they were too easy to
understand.
"Ghada": I think some of the vocab were
out there, but as an activity as a whole, I
felt it was geared toward the 2nd semester.
Maybe when you are trying to bridge that
gap between level I + and 2 material,
between news and someone telling their

•

Do you suggest. What is the frequency of
using short stories like once a week or once
a month if we do something like this in the
future?

•
•

•

•

•

What activities would accompany the short
stories that you can think of in addition to
just reading and answering question, can
you think of anything we can do with it?
What do you guys think of acting?

•

And the teacher tel1s you "write a song"

•

•

I think, and this is just my personal
opinion, I think it should be voluntary, I
would tell write a song if you want but you
don't have to.
I think that's why you have to adapt,
because every class is different and every
student is different. And the main purpose
is to find out what people like and what
they don't like.
About the songs, just to emphasize, most
people thought they were the least useful,
can you say anything about that, how was
it the least useful ...

•

•

•

•

•
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opinion about the news. That is a good
activity, because it requires to look at what
the vocab is telling about the story.
Because in the story, the meaning was kind
of obscure.
"Ghada": I'll say once a week.
"Sanad": Yeah. Especially on a Friday.
Because on Fridays I think the students
have a hard time paying attention. If you
give an interesting story on Friday, I think
that would help.
"Ghada": Speaking activities.

"Jenan": that's why I think being in a very
regimented environment to switch to being
creative, it's not even fun for me right now
"write a song in this class", I would just be
very angry, I don't want to, I am not in the
mood to, especially on a normal day, like
today is different, just like being annoyed
with your unit, maybe you had to wake up
early for PT and you did not have breakfast
that morning and you had to tum in a piece
of paper, and people you asked they
ignored you, and acted like you were not
there, and someone stopped you on the
way and told you that your uniform was
not straight enough, and then you have to
come to class.
"Jenan": and the teacher tells you "write a
song" and you say "NO, I'll write a song
about how much I hate the world right
now".
"Jenan": Like if you did an acting thing
right, if you have a group that is really
motivated, then I could see how it could go
well.

"Hala": We had to be walked though the
song, because there was a lot ofvocab that
we did not know and there was some really
strange structure that we are not used to. I
think if we were more advanced, it would
be more helpful, but at our level it was

•

When I did read articles about how people
use songs to teach languages, I did not just
come up with it from my head, they said
people like to listen to music, it was not
meant for you to know every word.

•

•

•

•

OK, so, we talked a little bit about the
songs. Vocabulary ... the majority of you
said that the vocabulary was a good thing,
you saw different words in different
contexts. Especially idiomatic expressions,
what made them easier to understand, the
videos, the short stories ... ?
OK, I have two more points to cover, one
is about the writing prompts, what did you
guys think, some of you said that the
writing prompts, same thing as the songs:
"you are asked to write about a conflict in
the Middle East suddenly without any
preparation, especially at 0800 AM in the
morning if it's early in the morning what
do you think about the writing prompts
were they "too dry" as some of you said, or
what was it. .. ?

•
•

•

•
•

•
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hard, especially writing a song.
"]enan": If I was taking this course in
college where I am going every Tuesday
and Thursday, I think that would be
interesting, I think I would be open to the
idea, It's the environment
"Ghada": I speak Spanish as well and I
have learned countless words from
listening to music, but in Arabic it's not
just so because the way they pronounce the
words, the structure, the vocabulary is like
Quranic vocab we have never seen, and
probably we will never see, that's what you
are hearing in the songs, there is no way
for me to understand it without you telling
me about each song.
"Jenan": It's very pretty.
"Jenan": repetition. Because if it's not
repeated it's hard to remember, but if it's
repeated, people say it a lot, then it sticks.

"Sanad": I think in respect to learning
vocab and idiomatic expressions, if you
write them, it just helps remembering them
better and they stick. It's just like the
actual writing process that is difficult, I
have never being able to sit down and write
a paper at the spear of the moment, even if
it's something I don't like, it's still useful.
"Hala": 1 think this writing prompts would
have been [better] but it was hard to write
on the spot, you watch the video once, then
write about it, it was difficult for me.
"Ghada": For me it catered to my learning
style completely because [am one of those
people that could sit down and ""Tite pages
upon pages about anything, and to do that
mainly after reviewing the vocab and for
me [I lose concentration] because of
repetition, but if I have to use it and
produce a little bit then immediately I learn
it so it worked for me.
"Jenan": 1 think for me if like you "use
those words in sentences", that goes a little
bit better you could still, I think you could
give both, I think you could do that for
different assignments, and that really helps,
[you give us a choice] "if you would like to
summarize the articles or you would like to
write questions about it then write",
because people are different and that's
what Ir~ClI)ylike is when you give oEtions

...

•

OK, so ifthere was more time, if you were
given extra time, like the option of doing it
at home, that could have been better,
because you have more time to think about
it and articulate your thoughts?

•

•

•

OK, the last point here is the CD overall,
some of you said, it was a break from the
daily news ... and some others said, it was
too far from what is expected from you?

"Jenan"; J think that would have been more helpful
to me if it [was] broken up a little ... J love that we
had the words before hands, and that always helps
me and then if we would then listen to it maybe
more than once, and then like broken it a little bit...

•
•

•

Thank you very much for your time, I
really appreciate it.
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"Jenan"; Yeah, if that was a homework
assignment, it is real crazy if it's like "here
is the homework and write about it"
especially if you have to use the words,
and say "you have to use these words".
"Sanad"; And especially because of the
stage we are in right now, it's important to
learn vocab, not necessarily in writing,
because we will never have to sit down and
write a paper in Arabic .. .I mean we have
to know the structure ofthe sentence and
everything but we never have to write it.
You know ...

"Hala": Listen at your pace.
"Ghada": Breaking it down, would have
helped, it's just a whole part of learning
Arabic that we are not exposed to, [ think
that is the only Arabic history that J have
learned in the whole course, in Arabic, so
that was very helpful.
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